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PREFACE
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The next volume (Part 3) in turn will take up Mule and Ring Frame Spinning; Winding, Doubling and Yarn Preparing Machinery and Processes.

*Subjects treated in Part 1 as published before are
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COMBING.

The sliver or ribbon as coming from the carding engine is composed of fibres ranged in fairly parallel order. The next preparatory process to which the sliver is subjected, depends upon the character of the fibre or yarn under operation. For the average kind of yarns, drawing is the process following, whereas for the better class of yarns (about 60's and above) the process of combing previous to drawing is introduced, although in some instances one process of drawing may precede combing. Yarn which only passes through the drawing frame is called carded yarn, while that which goes through the comber is called combed yarn. Even yarn depends chiefly upon three factors which are practically unattainable by the use of the card alone:

First, the fibres composing the yarn must be uniform in length. We must acknowledge that this result is impossible to be obtained with the most perfect card of the present day, although the revolving flat card of to-day approaches nearer perfection than its predecessors. Examining closely a carded sliver will at once convince us that large quantities of irregularly stapled cotton exist therein and which in turn must be eliminated from the sliver before the higher counts of yarn can be spun.

Second, the fibres must be arranged individually and in parallel order and which position must be maintained. The cotton fibre, on account of its natural twist, has a normal tendency to curl up, and consequently readily becomes crossed and tangled during its treatment by the various machines. This is very readily seen if a carded web is closely examined. The fibres, although presented to the action of the card wire in a straight manner, very speedily, as soon as they are freed, assume a crossed and tangled form, due to their natural elasticity, for which reason a considerable amount of drawing is found necessary before they are again restored to a more or less parallel order.

Third, the fibres must be incorporated together in an even manner. By this we mean that the individual fibres composing the sliver must regularly overlap each other in such a way as to give strength to the sliver and in turn afterwards to the roving and yarn. It will be readily understood that with reference to carding, the binding of the fibres into a strand of sliver depends on no fixed method in their distribution or arrangement, a feature which certainly shows a weak spot in the latter process.

These three conditions, so necessary to the production of even yarns, are readily obtained by the use of the combing machine. The operation of combing in itself may be defined as the most perfect application of the principle of carding and as its name implies is a
combing operation, that is, every fibre of cotton is practically isolated and combed out, and maintained in this condition by the pressure of the surrounding fibres. The process also eliminates from the material all the fibres that are below the standard length to be used in the yarn, and at the same time substantially rids the cotton of impurities which may have escaped the carding process. In this manner, combing has rendered possible the use of cottons formerly regarded as quite unsuited for the spinning of fine yarns, thus increasing the amount of available material, and widening the area of selection, which condition has materially reduced the prices of fine yarns to a lower figure, thereby extending their application and increasing their consumption.

It is a well known fact that comber waste (nools) is worth more than card waste, for which reason some mills will take out less waste on the card, in order to increase the waste on the comber. The disadvantages to this method are that so much extra work being put on the combs is naturally very injurious to them, besides not allowing as thorough combing of the fibres passing through the comb. Furthermore, each machine (card and comb) is built to do so much work in the preparatory process, and should be run to this. If, as mentioned before, the card is favored, an extra amount of work is thrown on the comber, with the result that quality will suffer. The percentage of short fibres taken out by the comb depends upon the grade of cotton that is used and the fineness of the yarn it is required to spin. Roughly speaking, the amount may vary from 10 to 30 per cent.

When using long stapled cottons heavily charged with impurities it has been found necessary to submit the cotton to a double process of combing, there being several methods in vogue for this process, all subject to varying conditions in fibre, machinery, as well as climate. When a ribbon lap machine is used in connection with it, the most common combination of machines is thus:

1. Sliver lap machine,
2. Ribbon lap machine,
3. Comber,
4. Sliver lap machine,
5. Ribbon lap machine,
6. Comber.

In some instances the ribbon lap machine above referred to is omitted in both processes, a draw frame, preceding the sliver lap machine, being introduced in both processes.

Although not advisable, except for production, drawing either by ribbon lap or draw frame in either process, is in some instances omitted.

It would seem at first thought that double (and treble when used) combing would produce a much superior yarn than single combing, a feature which however is not the case, although double combing certainly improves the character of the yarn. The advantage of double combing is best explained by an example: Suppose we take out 24 per cent noils with single combing and a total of 24 per cent with double combing; should not the yarn be as clean from the single combing as from the
double? We should say very likely "no," since in double combing we may have taken out only 17 per cent at the first combing and the remaining 7 per cent at the second combing. Having double the quantity of needles or combs acting on the cotton, for the same percentage of noils, will necessarily give a more thorough cleaning and combing action to the fibres. The reason for the difference in percentages of the two combings, although the settings for the two combs being practically the same, is found in the fact that in the second combing there is not much short fibre to be dealt with in the cotton under operation. The same affair, in proportion, refers also to treble combing where such is ever used, the difference between 2nd and 3rd combing being less pronounced than between 1st and 2nd. Treble combing, as readily understood, will result in a high priced yarn, both on account of labor as well as the high price of the raw cotton which has to be used, for which reason it is seldom employed. Besides the advantages attributed to double combing, the same also has its disadvantages, found in the fact that a good deal of trouble is introduced, as the slivers lose some of their strength because the fibres have become so parallel and feel so soft that they stick to almost anything, and when any slight shock or strain is sufficient to break them.

Cans with spring bottoms are frequently used at the coiler, in order to assist the slivers to more readily mount to the top. All plates or guides that the cotton has to impinge against during combing must be kept clean and dry. Combed cotton is much more susceptible to disturbance by electrical influences, or air currents, than carded cotton. A micro-photographic view of combed staples drawn out from a combed sliver will show a true cohesion of the fibres before any twist worth speaking about has been imparted to them, thus possibly explaining the problem how cotton fibres retain their hold on one another when drawn out of the sliver cans; the calendaring which combed as well as uncombed fibres receive, serving as nothing if it were not for the spirality of the individual cotton fibres, a feature readily proven by the fact that half ripe cotton fibres are more difficult to draw than fully ripe fibres.

SLIVER LAP MACHINE.—Before the sliver from the card is taken to the comber, it must undergo a preparatory process, because combing is necessarily a delicate operation. An examination of the arrangement of the fibres in the carded slivers shows it to be of such a nature that the needles of the comber would be liable to considerable damage if an attempt were made to comb them in this state; and, secondly, owing to the great irregularity of the card sliver it would be reproduced in the comber, and at the same time cause very unequal work to be thrown on the various parts of that machine, with the result that a great many good fibres would be taken out as waste. In preparing the cotton for the comber, another consideration must be taken into account. When the cotton is passed through the comber, it comes in contact with a series of very fine steel needles, each row having a width of from 7 to 11
inches. This introduces the necessity of making a lap from the slivers for a corresponding width of needles, for which reason the slivers as taken from the card are passed side by side through a machine called a sliver lap machine, of which a perspective view is given in Fig. 105. This machine as built by the Whitin Machine Works, doubles 12 to 19 slivers and condenses them into the form of a lap, ready to be placed on the ribbon lap machine or the comber as the case may be. If the ribbon lap machine is to be used, the lap on the sliver lap machine is made 1\frac{1}{4} inches narrower than the lap to be made on the ribbon lap machine, in order to allow for spreading in said machine. The lap is very compactly made on a wooden spool, 4 inches in diameter, and when full is from 9 to 12 inches in diameter.

The course of the cotton through the machine is shown in Figs. 106 and 107, of which Fig. 106 is a side elevation, with rollers shown in section, and Fig. 107 a plan view of a sliver lap machine.

Starting at the back of the machine, the slivers A are passed from the cans B, separately through small round apertures C in the guide plate D, which by placing in certain positions will put more or less tension on the slivers A. Passing through the guide plate D, each sliver A goes under a small round bar E held by the arms F and from there over a spoon lever at G, which is a part of the automatic stop motion on the machine, causing the latter to stop when a sliver A breaks or a can B runs empty. The small round bar E, between D and F
erves the purpose to keep the slivers better down on the spoons G, thus obtaining a prompt action of the stop motion. From the spoons G, the slivers pass down a specially shaped guide plate H, each sliver being kept separated from the others by means of grooves or channels I, through which they pass. The slivers are in this manner brought together and made into a comparatively level sheet without overlapping each other as they enter the series of drawing rolls J, side by side. The object of the machine is not to draw the slivers out, but to lay them side by side in the form of an even lap, for which reason the draft in the rollers J is just enough to prevent bulkiness of the lap and should not exceed about 1 ⅛ to 2. Emerging from the drawing rolls J, the cotton

is conducted between a pair of heavy calender rolls K, which compress it into a sheet or lap which enables it to be rolled up. The top calender roller K is weighted either by a spring or lever arrangement at each end, with from 80 to 140 lbs. pressure. After the cotton leaves the calender rollers K, it is wound in the form of a lap L, upon the wooden spool N
which is revolved by bringing it in frictional contact with the two large fluted iron rollers \( M \). This wooden spool \( N \), on which the lap is wound, has its centre bored out to allow a spindle to pass through it. This spindle has one end threaded and a hand wheel on the other. The threaded end screws into a large plate, the inside surface of which is smooth. The other end of the spindle carries a plate similar to the other one, except for the fact that it carries on its outside hub a saw-toothed edge, which fits into another similar hub which is carried on the spindle. When the lap is to be started, the spindle is run through the two plates and spool, which is placed between them, and then the hand wheel is turned in a direction so as to tighten the spool up tight against the face of the plates, and then the racks that hold the plates up are lowered until the spool rests firmly upon the fluted rolls. The cotton is then passed around the spool and the machine started. The edges of the lap, during winding, are kept smooth and even by large, circular, smooth, iron plates \( O \), placed tightly up to the ends of the wooden spool, and in turn revolving with the spool by means of friction, thus preventing the lap ends from bulging out, also avoiding any friction of the lap ends with the framing of the machine. The lap is made compact in a similar manner as the lap made on a scutch in the preparatory department; that is, the upward movement of the spindle as extending through the spool, due to the increasing diameter of the bobbin, is retarded by a brake arrangement. This brake acts upon the lap by having the spindle project at both ends through the side plates and held by the projections on the vertical racks, these racks being geared into spurs which are on the same shaft with the brake pulley. This retarding action necessarily causes the lap to wind on the bobbin in a compact manner.

The sliver lap machine is generally fitted with a full lap stop motion, in order to make the bobbins of uniform size. As there are 12 to 19 slivers fed to the machine at one time, another stop motion to take care of these slivers is absolutely necessary to produce an even lap. These two stop motions are shown in connection with Figs. 108 and 109, from which it will be seen that most of the parts are common to both motions.

**Full Lap Stop Motion.**—As explained before, the spindle through the bobbin is held by curved projections on the top ends of the racks, which are in gear with spur gears on the same shaft with the brake pulley. Referring to the illustrations, \( A \) indicates the lap, and \( B \) is one of the vertical racks, on which is placed a vertically movable piece \( C \), which can be set for any size lap. As the lap is wound on, the bobbin increases in diameter and causes the rack \( B \) to rise, taking the piece \( C \) with it. When the bobbin is full, said piece \( C \) has risen so that it comes against the end of a horizontal rod \( D \), and by overcoming the resistance of the spring \( E \), causes the other end of the rod \( D \) to press against the bottom arm of the bell crank lever \( F \), centered at \( G \), which gives an
upward movement to the other arm of the lever. Directly above this arm is a catch arm $H$, which catches against the framing of the machine and prevents the spring $I$ on the rod $J$ from moving it in a horizontal direction. As the top arm of the bell crank lever rises, it pushes the catch arm $H$ up out of contact with the framing and thus liberates the
spring I. This spring, having been compressed by the dog K on the rod J and the bearing L, when freed, will push the dog K forcibly outward, carrying the rod J with it. On the left end of the rod J is fastened a short rod M which is also rigidly fixed to the shipper rod N, so that when the top rod J is moved in an outward direction, the shipper rod is simultaneously moved in the same direction, which causes the belt fork O, that is attached to the shipper rod, to shift the belt from the fast to the loose pulley. In starting the machine, the belt is shifted on to the fast pulley, when the catch arm H falls in contact with the framing of the machine, and thus keeps the belt on the fast pulley.

Sliver Stop Motion.—This motion is also known as the spoon stop motion, because spoon shaped levers are employed. These spoons are pivoted at the centre, having their lower ends slightly heavier than their upper ends. Each sliver passes over a separate spoon P, and by its weight holds the lower end of the spoon up. Directly under the lower ends of the spoons is an oscillating knife bar Q, extending the full width of the machine, being centered at R and having its lower end connected to the double fulcrum arm SS'. This arm is moved back and forth by means of its connection with the eccentric T, which is driven positively through suitable gearing (not shown). This movement of the arm SS' gives the oscillating motion to the knife Q, which can move freely when the lower end of the spoon is held up out of its path. All the parts of the stop motion are inoperative while the spoon is held up, except the oscillating movement of the knife bar Q. When a sliver breaks or leaves the spoon from any cause whatever, its lower end falls into the path of the oscillating knife bar Q and engages it, thus preventing its movement. The continued movement of the eccentric T causes the double fulcrum lever SS' to break at the joint U, and the front half of the arm S', goes upward by this movement and presses against the catch arm H, thus liberating it in the same manner as in the case of the full lap stop motion, and stopping the machine as has been explained before. When the spoon is held up again, the double fulcrum lever SS' regains its original position and the machine continues to run until another spoon drops down.

The settings of the draw rolls in a sliver lap machine are closely related to those for the ribbon lap machine, and on account of the greater importance of the latter machine, will be dealt with under that head.

Calculations.—Fig. 110 is a top view and Fig. 111 a side elevation of the gearing of a sliver lap machine. The numbers of teeth in the gears are indicated in the illustrations, the diameters of the rolls being as follows: The steel draft rolls are 1½ inches, the calender rolls 5 inches and the large fluted friction rolls 12 inches in diameter.

To Find the Total Draft on the Sliver Lap Machine: The draft on this machine is the ratio of the surface speed between the back draft
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roll and the friction roll at the front of the machine and in connection with the machine shown is thus:

\[
\frac{12 \times 12 \times 72 \times 20 \times 26 \times 24 \times 64}{1\frac{1}{2} \times 72 \times 29 \times 20 \times 50 \times 41 \times 7} = 64.48 \text{ draft constant.}
\]

Draft Constant ÷ Gear = Draft.
Draft Constant ÷ Draft = Gear.

Example: Say we want to make a draft of 2 on the machine; what change gear will we have to use?

\[
64.48 \div 2 = 32.24 = 32 \text{ gear.}
\]

To get the actual draft with the 32 gear used:

\[
64.48 \div 32 = 2.015 \text{ actual draft.}
\]

*Fig. 110.*

*Fig. 111.*

*Production.*—The production of a sliver machine is best figured from the surface speed of the calender roll, the weight per yard of the
lap and the time run. The usual speed to drive the pulley on a sliver lap
machine is between 120 and 240 revolutions per minute.

Example: Find the production of a machine for a day of 10 hours,
allowing 10% loss for stoppages, etc., the driving pulley to make 120
revolutions per minute and the weight per yard of the sliver being
250 grains.

The surface speed of the calender roll is obtained by figuring from
the speed of the driving pulley

\[
\frac{120 \times 29 \times 5'' \times 3.1416}{72 \times 36''} = 21.09 \text{ yards per minute.}
\]

Then yards per minute \times \text{time run} \times \text{weight per yard} \div 7000 (\text{grains per pound}) = \text{pounds production per day}.

\[
\frac{21.09 \times 540 \times 250}{7000} = 406.85 \text{ pounds per day.}
\]

To Find the Number of Spools Filled per Day per Head: Subtract
the weight of the wooden spool from the weight of the full spool and
divide that weight by the weight per yard of the lap. This gives the
yards of lap on the spool. From the surface speed of the calender roll,
and the time run, figure the total number of yards of lap produced.
Then by dividing the number of yards produced by the number of yards
on a spool, we get the total number of spools filled per day per head.

Example: Find the number of spools filled for a day of 10 hours,
allowing 10% loss for stoppages, etc., the driving pulley to make 150
revolutions per minute, the lap to weigh 240 grains per yard, the full
spool to weigh 8 lbs., the empty spool weighing 2 lbs.

8 lbs. - 2 lbs. = 6 lbs. weight of lap on spool.

\[
\frac{6 \times 7000}{240} = 175 \text{ yards on a full spool, and}
\]

\[
\frac{150 \times 29 \times 5'' \times 3.1416}{72 \times 36''} = 26.36 \text{ yards delivered per minute, and}
\]

\[
26.36 \times 540 = 14234.4 \text{ yards delivered per day, and}
\]

14234.4 yards \div 175 yards = 81.3 = 81 spools filled per day.
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The amount of cotton that can be put on a spool depends upon the amount of friction on the spool and on the size desired.

The number of spools filled per day depends upon the speed of the machine, the weight per yard of the lap produced, the working time and the amount of friction on the spool.

**RIBBON LAP MACHINE.**—The cotton as coming from the sliver lap machine has simply been converted into a lap, so that it is in the desired shape for being worked on the ribbon lap machine, the object of which is to make a more uniform lap, ready for the combing process. This machine, like the drawframe, as will be explained later on, draws the fibres composing the lap more parallel, and makes the lap more uniform, in the same way that the drawframe makes slivers more uniform. By this process of drawing the laps out, another advantage is secured in that it takes out the individuality of the slivers which compose the lap made on the sliver lap machine, and amalgamates the fibres so as to make a ribbon or narrow lap which is more uniform in thickness all across its width than is possible to be got from the sliver lap machine alone. A third advantage aimed at by the use of a ribbon lap machine is that by means of this process the nippers of the combers are able to get a more perfect grip on the fibres, a feature most beneficial to the satisfactory combing of the cotton.

A perspective view of the ribbon lap machine as built by the Whitin Machine Works is given in Fig. 112, and which shows its general arrangement. Fig. 113 is a section through the operating parts of the machine, showing the course of the cotton.

![Fig. 112.](image_url)

The cotton is fed to the machine in lap form and is taken from it in the same form, the only difference in the two being that the final lap is about an inch wider. This machine is as a rule composed of six heads
(although 8 may be used), each head being complete in itself, except the drive which is common to all; the production of all the heads being finally combined into one lap.

Six laps, one for each head, 7½ inches wide, made on the sliver lap machine, are placed on wooden fluted lap rollers $A$, at the back of the ribbon lap machine, said rollers by means of frictional contact with the laps $B$, unwinding the same slowly. The lap is then taken forward by passing through the four pairs of drawing rollers $C C' C''$ and $C'''$. Between the wooden rollers $A$ and these drawing rollers, the lap in its course through the machine passes over a balanced plate lever $D$ which serves the same purpose in the back stop motion of this machine, as the spoon levers in the stop motion of the sliver lap machine previously explained. From the balanced plate lever $D$, the lap is passed through guides $E$, which prevent it from spreading out, as is its natural tendency to do all through the machine. The total draft between the drawing rolls $C C' C''$ and $C'''$ is about six. The cotton emerges from the rolls in the form of a fine sheet and from there passes over a curved web conductor, six of them, one for each head, being clearly shown in the perspective view of the machine given. The object of these curved conductors is to conduct the film of cotton, in its full width, from the delivery of the drawing rolls to the front table, which necessitates deflecting the cotton film $45^\circ$. The curve of the conductor is of such a shape that the tension over the entire width of the film is the same. As stated, the film passing over the curved conductor, goes on to the front table, which is simply a highly nicked piece of iron, about 12 inches wide, extending the entire width of the machine so that the thin sheets or films can readily pass along on it in their full width. As each sheet comes from its curved conductor on to the table, it passes through a pair of carrying rolls, and as the sheets pass along the table toward the winding mechanism, they become superposed on each other (each head delivering its film on the preceding one) and in this position pass forward, together, through the next pair of carrying rolls. The last pair of carrying rolls is near to and delivers to the winding motion, which in turn winds the combined sheets upon a spool, in the same manner as on
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the sliver lap machine. In order to secure laps of uniform length, a full lap stop motion is also provided on this machine, the mechanism being the same as that explained in connection with the sliver lap machine.

The superposing of the six webs one upon the other gives a very uniform section through the width of the lap, a feature which enables the comber nippers to hold the fibres more firmly, the result being a substantial reduction in the amount of waste made on the comber. This procedure of doubling the laps on the ribbon lap machine is similar to that employed at the feed end of a finisher scutcher, the chief difference being that the scutcher has a traveling lattice for passing the laps forward, while the ribbon lap machine has carrying rolls instead. Metallic rollers are strongly recommended for use in these machines, but if leather top rollers are used, they should have loose ends. The curved web conductors are in some instances of polished cast iron, but the tendency is to cover them with sheet brass, which is capable of taking a higher polish and thus enables the sheets to pass over them more easily.

A disadvantage to the proper working of the machine is that on account of the films of cotton being so thin at the time they are passing over the curved conductors, said films are easily diverted from their proper course and in turn make irregular laps. Another disadvantage to the machine is the breaking of the ribbons, due to several causes, among the most common being, laps licking at the drawing rolls, too much draft between the drawing rolls, too great a speed of the drawing rolls or the calender rolls, and the drawing rolls cutting the films of cotton. The machine has no stop motion between the back stop motion and full lap stop motion, previously referred to, consequently when a ribbon breaks in the machine, the same continues to run, in turn breaking down other ribbons, owing to the obstruction which the first broken ribbon makes, until the operator stops the machine. The partially filled spool has then to be removed and any thin part of the lap taken off, another empty spool placed in the machine, the partially filled spool afterwards being worked in the comber. The broken ribbons are then pieced up, and when the complete lap has come through the last pair of calender rolls, the waste thus made is removed and the lap guided on to the empty spool and the machine run at full speed. Although it is usual to run the six heads on the machine, yet in some cases only five are used, as in this instance a heavier sliver lap can be used with the same draft as with six heads. The ribbons from each head, in this instance, will be heavier and less liable to break in their passage to the lap winding motion, besides the ribbon which had to travel the greatest distance on the front table is the one cut out of the machine, hence reduces the liability of breakages. However, as stated before, the object of this machine is to get the fibres in as parallel an order as possible for action upon by the needles of the comber, and which is better accomplished by the use of this machine than if a drawframe is used between the card and the sliver lap machine, and such laps in turn subjected to the comber.
Rule for Setting Drawing Rolls.—Set the centre of the front and centre of the second pairs of rolls one eighth of an inch farther apart from each other than the length of the staple of cotton under operation, increasing this initial distance \( \frac{3}{4} \) inch for every succeeding pair of draw rolls. There are two combinations in the size of bottom rolls used, viz.: First, having all the bottom rolls of a uniform diameter = \( 1\frac{1}{2} \) inches. A disadvantage found in connection with this arrangement is the fact that the first and second pair of rolls cannot be set close enough for short staple stock to produce satisfactory work. Second, using a smaller diameter, say \( 1\frac{1}{8} \) inches, for the second bottom roll, leaving the other rolls \( 1\frac{1}{2} \) inches diameter as before. This permits the setting of the second roll to be one fourth of an inch closer to the first roll than would have been the case provided the first mentioned arrangement of using bottom rolls of a uniform diameter (\( 1\frac{1}{2} \) inches) would have been used. This setting of the rolls in a ribbon lap machine is best explained by means of a practical example: Suppose that a Sea Island cotton having a \( 1\frac{3}{4} \) inch staple is under operation. In this case set distance from centre of first to centre of second bottom roll 2 inches; distance from centre of second to centre of third bottom roll 2\( \frac{1}{4} \) inches; distance from centre of third to centre of last bottom roll 2\( \frac{1}{2} \) inches. This increase of one eighth of an inch between the bite of each pair of rolls is allowed for extra bulk. While rule given comprises a fair average setting, changes from it will often be made to suit the whim of an overseer, for instance, one sixteenth of an inch excess over the length of staple, is sometimes used in place of one eighth of an inch as mentioned before. However, as there is a constant tendency amongst cotton spinners, on account of production, to use as heavy a weight sliver as possible, it will be found that one eighth of an inch in excess of the length of the staple between the front and second rolls, and gain one eighth of an inch for each pair of rolls, as given in rule, will not be too great a distance to produce satisfactory results. In setting the bottom rolls by the rule given, with brass gauges, when the second roll is \( 1\frac{1}{2} \) inches in diameter, there is no need to alter the gauge at all when spacing the third and last rolls after setting the second and third rolls, because the distance between the sides of the two rolls will be alike, that is, three fourths of an inch. The top leather rolls are, when covered, slightly larger than the diameter of the bottom rolls, in order to help prevent channeling of the top rolls. If using metallic rolls, the same size of top roll is to be used as in the bottom roll.

Calculations.—The principal draft on a ribbon lap machine occurs between the drawing rolls, but as there is a slight draft necessary between the lap rolls and drawing rolls, also a slight draft between the drawing rolls and lap drum, so as to keep the sheet of cotton in either instance taut, it is necessary, in order to get the total draft, to get the ratio of surface speeds between the lap roll and the lap drum.

The draft of the machine, with reference to calculations given, is figured from the diagram of gearing shown in Fig. 114. It will be
noted that there are slight changes in the gearing when using metallic rolls, so that draft constants for using both kinds of rolls will be given for the same machine.

Draft constant for metallic rolls:

\[
\frac{12 \times 21 \times 14 \times 19 \times 75 \times 100 \times 65 \times 42}{2^{\frac{3}{4}} \times 50 \times 20 \times 40 \times 64 \times 25 \times * \times 30} = 262.32
\]

Draft constant for leather top rolls:

\[
\frac{12 \times 21 \times 14 \times 19 \times 68 \times 100 \times 70 \times 56}{2^{\frac{3}{4}} \times 50 \times 20 \times 40 \times 72 \times 25 \times * \times 30} = 300.806
\]

Draft constant + Gear = Draft.
Draft constant + Draft = Gear.

Example: Say we want to have a draft of 6.25 on the machine, using metallic rolls, what gear will we use?

\[
262.32 \div 6.25 = 41.9 = 42 \text{ gear.}
\]

Then the actual draft would be—

\[
262.32 \div 42 = 6.245.
\]
Example: What gear will we use to make the same draft using leather top rolls?

\[ 300.806 + 6.25 = 48.09 = 48 \text{ gear}. \]

Then the actual draft would be—

\[ 300.806 + 48 = 6.262. \]

Example: We use metallic rolls, and have a 45 draft gear on the machine, what is the draft produced?

\[ 262.32 \div 45 = 5.83 \text{ draft}. \]

Example: By using leather top rolls, and having a 52 draft gear on the machine, what draft is produced?

\[ 300.806 \div 52 = 5.78 \text{ draft}. \]

The production of the ribbon lap machine is figured in the same manner as the sliver lap machine.

Example: Find the production of a ribbon lap machine for a day of 10 hours, allowing 10% loss for stoppages, etc., the lap weighing 250 grains per yard and the driving pulley making 280 revolutions per minute.

The surface speed of the lap drum is—

\[ \frac{280 \times 19 \times 14 \times 21 \times 12'' \times 3.1416}{40 \times 20 \times 50 \times 36''} = 40.947 \text{ yards per minute}. \]

Yards per minute \times \text{time run} \times \text{weight per yard} \times 7000 \quad = \text{lbs. production per day.} \]

\[ \frac{40.947 \times 540 \times 250}{7000} = 789.7 \text{ pounds per day}. \]

To Find the Number of Spools per Day per Head, proceed in the same manner as in the sliver lap machine, using the correct weights, and surface speed of the lap drum for that machine.

Example: Find the number of spools filled for a day of 10 hours, allowing 10% loss for stoppages, etc., the driving pulley to make 275
revolutions per minute, the lap to weigh 240 grains per yard, the full
spool to weigh 8½ lbs., the empty spool weighing 2½ lbs.

\[ 8\frac{1}{2} \text{ lbs.} - 2\frac{1}{2} \text{ lbs.} = 6 \text{ lbs.} \]

\[ 6 \times 7000 \div 240 = 175 \text{ yards on a full spool, and} \]

\[ \frac{275 \times 19 \times 14 \times 21 \times 12'' \times 3.1416}{40 \times 20 \times 50 \times 36''} = 40.22 \text{ yards delivered per minute, and} \]

\[ 40.22 \times 540 = 21718.8 \text{ yards delivered per day, or} \]

\[ 21718.8 \text{ yards} \div 175 \text{ yards} = 124.2 = 124 \text{ spools filled per day.} \]

**COMBING.**—The essential conditions of the lap necessary to eco-
nomical combing having been obtained in the ribbon lap machine, it is
now taken to the comber, a machine which in its delicate construction
and action upon the cotton far surpasses carding. However, although
the combing process is very efficient with reference to removing the
short fibres and impurities the cotton still contains, the same can only
be used in connection with carded cotton, thus being more or less a
substitute for the second carding process as formerly extensively used
and, for special yarns in mills having no combers, to some extent still
in vogue. One particular point in connection with combing is that the
material must be acted upon lengthwise by the combs, since on the
circumference of the comb cylinder there are about 17 combs arranged
in rows, each row back of the other being finer than the one preceding it;
there being in some machines 30, or more, teeth per inch in the front row,
and up to about 100 in the last row. The reason for this disposition of
the needles in the combs is that the cotton will be treated progressively,
the coarser needles preparing it for the finer ones which follow, in turn
ensuring a minimum of damage to the fibres in connection with a
maximum amount of cleaning. Only small portions of the lap are
treated to the combing action successively at a time. The fibres are
first held at their rear ends, while their forward ends are combed out by
the steel combs on the cylinder. As soon as the front ends are combed
the fibres pass forward through the machine, and in doing so, have their
rear ends combed out by means of a comb situated at the top of the
machine. In this way, each fibre is combed at both ends, and all fibres
below a certain length are eliminated from the long fibres, besides all
the impurities still in the cotton, being extracted.

In Figs. 115 and 116 are given perspective views of the front and
back respectively of the comber as built by the Whitin Machine Works.

The general appearance of the machine resembles somewhat the
ribbon lap machine, that is, it has six (or in some instances eight) laps
fed to it at the same time, each lap being treated by a separate head,
Fig. 115.
FRONT VIEW.

Fig. 116.
BACK VIEW.
the combed laps from all the heads combining in the form of a single sliver at the coiler end of the machine. Lately combers with 10 heads have been brought into the market, the same in this instance delivering to two (2) coilers, i.e., five heads to each coiler, a feature having greater production for its object. All of the heads of one machine are connected and are driven from one end.

**Description of the Course of Cotton Through the Machine.** — The lap prepared on the ribbon lap machine is placed upon corrugated wooden rollers, at the back of the comber, the same being driven directly by means of the friction between the lap and the rolls; the lap thus unwound passing down a polished plate to the feed rolls. The revolution of these feed rolls is intermittent, and the lap is thus passed through, in short lengths, at intervals, to the nippers. When the rolls deliver the short length of lap, the nippers are open to allow it to pass through, and then close upon it and hold it while the portion which was passed through, is being combed by a set of combs on the cylinder coming around under the fibres and passing through them. The needles on the cylinder occupy about one quarter of its circumference, and on the opposite side from the needles is placed a fluted segment, which comes up under the fibres after they have been combed by the cylinder combs. At the same time a leather roll descends upon the cotton, so that by the revolving contact of this leather roll (called the leather detaching roll) and the fluted segment of the cylinder, the cotton is passed forward, the nippers at this time having opened and released the back ends of the fibres. At the same time that the leather detaching roll descends upon the fluted segment of the cylinder, the top comb is brought down into the path of the fibres, and as they are passed forward, the back ends pass through the needles of the top comb, and thus the entire length of the staple receives a thorough cleaning. The fibres thus detached and combed out, are now attached to those previously combed, by means of the leather detaching roll, a steel roll and a short top roll, making a continuous combed sheet of the cotton under operation, which is condensed into the form of a sliver and passed through the draw box, with the other sliver, to the coiler can. The waste taken out by the top comb is dropped on the projecting fibres from the nippers and in turn carried away by the bottom cylinder comb, as it comes under the fibres directly afterwards. This comb is stripped of waste by a brush revolving at a quicker speed than the cylinder. A doffer then takes it off of the brush, which is in turn stripped by a vibrating comb.

**General Description of the Working Parts of the Machine.** — In order to show the relative positions of the different parts of the machine, and to enable the course of the cotton to be more satisfactorily followed through the machine, a cross section of the working part of the machine is given in Fig. 117.

The lap is placed on the fluted wooden rolls $O$, at the rear of the machine, which are driven intermittently through gearing from the end
of the feed roll and deliver the lap at the same time that the feed rolls are passing it through to be combed. By means of this drive, the time of delivery is always correct, while if it received its movement from some other source, a special setting and timing would have to be given to it to correspond with that of the feed roll. From the fluted wooden rolls \( O \), the lap is passed down a polished slide to the feed rolls \( K \) \( L \). These rolls deliver the lap intermittently, and in short lengths, to the nipper and cushion plate \( T \) and \( R \) respectively. The nipper \( T \) presses firmly against the cushion plate \( R \) and holds the tuft of cotton firmly between them, while the comb portion \( A' \) of the cylinder \( C \) passes through the fibres and removes all short fibres not gripped by the nippers, as well as any impurities in that part of the lap being combed. Just as the combing action of the cylinder is completed, the roller motion, consisting of the rolls \( H \) and \( I \), are turned backward a part of a revolution, which brings back the ends of the fibres previously combed. At the same time the fluted segment \( A \), of the cylinder, comes under the combed fibres, and the leathered etching roll \( J \) comes down on the fluted segment, so that the combed ends of the fibres are thus gripped and taken forward, overlapping the ends of the previously combed fibres, to thus form a continuous fleece. As the fibres are carried forward, the top comb \( Q \) descends into the path of the fibres, the back ends of which are drawn through the needles of this comb, thus subjecting the whole
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length of the fibre to the combing action. The amount turned back by the detaching rolls is about half what is brought forward, so that a continual fleece is passed on through the triangular shaped pan at the front of the rolls \(HI\), being in turn converged by a trumpet at the front of the pan into a sliver and from there passed through a pair of calender rolls \(X\). From these calender rolls the sliver passes on to the front table of the comber and in turn with the other slivers, made in a similar way, enters the draw box and from there is coiled into a can.

The waste from the cylinder is removed by a brush \(B\), which in turn is relieved of said waste by a doffer \(D\), the doffer comb in turn removing it from the doffer. It is then wound up in the form of a lap, or in some mills allowed to drop into a waste box.

Of the remaining letters of reference in our illustration, \(W\) indicates the small lifter shaft, \(U\) the waste chute, \(E\) the nipper shaft, \(F\) the large lifter shaft, \(Z\) the nipper shaft lever, \(Y\) the lifter shaft lever, \(G\) the cam shaft and \(V\) the nipper cam.

It will have been noticed from the general description of the machine thus far given that most of the motions of the comber are intermittent and are of such a character that they are almost entirely dependent on each other for the proper working of the comber, so that any variations from the correct timings and settings of the different parts, would prevent an economical manipulation of the machine, if any results were obtained at all.

The method of obtaining the several operations of the comber will now be discussed in detail in their proper order of dealing with the cotton, and are: (1) Feeding, (2) Nipping, (3) Combing, (4) Detaching and Attaching, and (5) Delivering.

(1) Feeding.—This motion is used to feed the proper amount of the lap to the cylinder comb, and this at the proper time. The action of the motion is intermittent, a certain length, which is governed by the length of staple, of the cotton under operation, being fed to the nipper, when then the feed motion remains stationary while the length fed is combed and detached. This intermittent motion is obtained by means of the mechanism shown in Fig. 118, which consists essentially of the star wheel \(A\) and the disc \(B\), with a stud \(C\) fixed on it, and gearing into the star wheel \(A\). \(D\) is the cylinder shaft, being driven from the main pulley through gearing to the large wheel \(E\). On this gear wheel \(E\), the disc plate \(B\) which carries the stud \(C\), is placed. The star wheel \(A\) is situated a short distance from the cylinder shaft and in such a position that the stud \(C\) can easily gear into it. On the same stud with the star wheel is a gear \(F\), which gears into a wheel \(G\) on the feed roller \(H\). The star wheel \(A\) is made with five teeth and five spaces, as will be readily seen from the illustration. The pin \(C\) only comes in contact with the star wheel \(A\) during part of its revolution, the star wheel remaining stationary when the stud is not in gear, through one of the concave portions of its outer circumference being in contact with a circular
portion of the boss I on disc B. Every time the stud C comes around, it turns the star wheel A one fifth of a revolution and which by its gearing, transmits this motion to the feed roll, the proper amount of lap

thus being delivered. Gears F and G are used to accommodate the machine for different length of staple of cotton, as the amount to be delivered each time depends on the length of the fibre to be combed. This is readily obtained by interchangeability of the wheel F with larger or smaller gears, according as the amount to be fed requires. It is very important in combing that the feed rolls should deliver the lap just as the fluted segment grips the combed ends of the fibres, and in order to make this delicate adjustment, the disc B, which carries the stud C, has a concentric slot J, with a bolt K fitting into it and fastened to the large gear E. By means of this slot and bolt, the point of contact of the stud with the star wheel can be set to suit any required staple to be combed.

The lap of cotton is sometimes broken in its passage to the combing mechanism and winds around the feed roll, to such an extent that some
of the parts like nipper bars, half laps, etc. are broken before the operative can stop the machine. To overcome this difficulty, a feed roll stop motion is made use of, the object of it being to stop the rotation of the lower feed roll as soon as possible after the delivery of the lap is interrupted by the winding of the lap on the feed roll, which is accomplished by having the feed roller gear automatically move out of mesh with the driving gear when the winding of the lap occurs.

Fig. 119.

The method of operation of the stop motion is shown by the accompanying illustrations Figs. 119 and 120, and of which Fig. 119 is a view, partly in section, taken transversely through one of the sections of a comber, showing the feed rolls and the safety attachment connections. Fig. 120 is a longitudinal skeleton view, showing the principal features of the motion. A description of the operation of the motion is best given by quoting numerals of reference accompanying the illustrations, and of which 1 indicates the end frame of a section of a
comber, \(2\) the driven feed roll, \(3\) the top feed roll, \(4\) the bearings for the driven feed roll which has only the lower half of its circumference encased, and \(5\) is the bar on which the cushion plate \(6\) is supported. One of the bearings \(4\) has the extension \(7\) provided with the notches \(8\) and \(9\), and on the driven feed roll \(2\), above the extension \(7\), is placed the loose collar \(10\), provided with a pawl \(11\) which is shaped so as to engage with the notches \(8\) and \(9\). To the collar \(10\) is also connected the counterweight \(12\). In its normal condition, the pawl \(11\) on the collar \(10\) bears on the extension \(7\) and supports the counterweight \(12\) in the raised position. Secured to the driven feed roll shaft near its end, is the gear \(13\) which is driven by the pinion \(14\), thus giving rotation to the feed roll \(2\). The lap of cotton is indicated by a dotted line \(15\), and when it breaks and laps around the feed roll \(2\), the cotton will be crowded between the bar \(5\) and the cushion plate \(6\) so quickly and so tight that frequently these parts, and particularly the cushion plate, are broken. The counterweight \(12\) somewhat counteracts the tension of the coiled springs \(16\), which hold the top roller in contact with the bottom roller, so that when the lap winds around feed roller \(2\), and causes the shaft to rise in its journal bearings, the counterweight \(12\) causes the pawl \(11\) to engage first with the notch \(9\) and then with the notch \(8\), in this manner lifting the shaft of the driven feed roll further up and disengaging the gear \(13\) from the pinion \(14\) and thus stopping the feed rollers until the operator stops the machine.

\((2)\) **Nipping.**—As we have seen, a portion of the lap, after being delivered by the feed rolls, passes through the nippers. The essential use of nippers (see \(T\) and \(R\), Fig. \(117\)) consists in holding the cotton fibres firmly, and in such a position that they are well within the range of action of the needles composing the rows of combs fastened in the periphery of the revolving cylinder. The nippers grip the rear extremities of the fibres while the cylinder needles pass through the front portions of them. This of course allows only a partial combing of the entire fibre, the other portion being taken care of by another motion, as will be explained later on. Although the two pieces (\(T\) and \(R\), Fig. \(117\)) together are called nippers, when spoken of separately the top piece \(T\) is known as the nipper knife, while the bottom one \(R\) is called the cushion plate. There are several styles of nippers in use, an illustration of their construction being given in Figs. \(121\), \(122\) and \(123\). In the oldest style, shown in Fig. \(121\), the cushion plate \(A\) is covered at the end by a piece of leather (see cross shaded portion), and the nipper knife \(B\) made in such a shape that it partially fits over the nose of the cushion plate, so that the cotton that is passed between them, is held firmly and this without injury to the fibres. However a disadvantage to this device is that when the leather covering wears out, the cushion plate has to be taken off, and afterwards reset, while in the style as shown in Fig. \(122\) the nipper knife \(B\) has a piece of leather (see cross shaded portion) inserted into it at the point of contact with the cushion plate \(A\). When
in this construction the leather in the nipper knife \( B \) wears out, although this is very seldom the case, it can easily be replaced without disturbing the cushion plate.

Another arrangement recently devised is shown in Fig. 123, in which instance the cushion plate \( A \) is similar in construction to the one shown in Fig. 121, the improvement consisting in a new nipper knife. The flange \( B \), also called the “lip,” of the nipper knife \( C \) is detachable from the nipper knife, and is covered with a piece of leather \( D \) by having one end of said piece of leather secured between the lip \( B \) and the nipper knife \( C \) by means of a screw \( E \), which is countersunk into the lip \( B \). The leather is then brought around the point of the lip and up over its face, and is secured at its other end by means of the strip \( F \) and the screw \( G \). The advantage claimed is that the end of the lip \( B \) can be set closer to the cylinder combs, for the reason that if from any cause the needles strike the lip, they will simply pierce or cut through the leather covering without injury to said needles, while on the other hand, if iron were only used, the lip would have to be set farther away from the cylinder, in order to prevent any possible chance of the needles striking the lip, because of the injury which would result to the needles in case they came in contact with the iron lip. By thus having means provided for a closer setting of the lip, the portion of the lap to be combed can be brought closer to the action of the cylinder needles, thus permitting a thorough combing in connection with a greater production, owing to the fact that a heavier lap can be successfully combed.

The method of operating the nippers is shown in Fig. 124. The top nipper \( A \) is fastened to one end of the lever \( B \), as centered at \( C \). To the other end of said lever is connected a vertical rod \( D \), by means of a joint \( E \). The lower end of this vertical rod \( D \) is screwed to the lever \( F \), as centered at \( G \). Also centered at \( G \) is another lever \( R \), which carries a bowl \( H \), which slides in the groove \( I \) of the nipper cam \( J \). This groove \( I \) is so shaped that it gives an upward and downward movement to the bowl \( H \), which in turn is transmitted to the nipper \( A \), through the lever connections just explained. During part of the revolution of the nipper cam \( J \), it holds the nipper \( A \) up and out of contact with the
cushion plate $K$, then during another portion of a revolution of the cam, the nipper is made to descend, due to the shape of the cam, and grip the cotton with the cushion plate, thus holding it until the combing action is completed, when it rises again to let the combed fibres pass forward. The cushion plate $K$ is attached to the frame as centered at $L$. The fulcrum $C$ of lever $B$ is also in this frame, the latter being kept in its highest position by means of a strong spring attached to it and also connected to the framing of the machine. When, by means of the mechanism thus explained, the top nipper is pressed down against the cushion plate and thus grips the cotton, it has not reached its lowest
point, but continues going down, thus causing the cushion plate $K$ to
descend with it, the cushion plate moving in the arc of a circle having
$L$ as its centre. This bodily movement of $A$ and $K$ brings that portion
of the cotton which is to be combed, very close to the cylinder $M$ and
enables the needles of the comb to pass through it closer to the point
where the fibres are gripped by the nippers than if $A$ and $K$ had remained
stationary after gripping the fibres. After the needles pass through the
fibres, the nippers begin to return to their original position, being still in
contact with each other. When the cushion plate reaches its normal
position it stops, while the nipper knife continues its movement up to its
raised position, thus freeing the fibres which had been gripped. Thus
it will be seen that the fibres are brought up off the cylinder before the
nippers separate, so that when the fibres in turn are taken forward by the
detaching mechanism (which will be dealt with later on) the back ends
are up high enough to pass through the needles of the top comb. The
position of the nipper knife requires a very delicate adjustment, and is
regulated by means of the setting screw $N$ passing through an arm on the
frame which bears against a portion of the framing of the machine as
shown by the shaded section $O$. An arrangement of this kind is very
essential, because, if such were not the case, the cotton, after being
combed, would remain on the surface of the cylinder, in which position
it would be impossible to obtain any combing action from the top comb
and hence, would give only a partial cleaning to the cotton compared
to results as obtained from the operation. By raising the two nippers
bodily with the cotton, away from the cylinder, we put the combed
fibres into such a position where they are obliged to pass through the top
comb as they are taken forward by the detaching roller $P$.

From the description given of the function of the nippers, it will
readily be understood that their position in relation to the cylinder is a
very important matter and must be looked after. In order to regulate
this position, adjusting arrangements are provided to obtain the neces-
sary position, as shown at $Q$ and also at the lower part of the vertical rod
$D$, where it is connected by a swivel joint to the lever $F$. From these
points the exact movement of the nipper knife $A$ can be regulated.
By means of the screws $Q$ the lever $R$ can be moved up or down, and
the piece $S$, being fast on the shaft $G$, acts with lever $R$ as a single lever,
when the two screws press against $R$. This contrivance facilitates
accurate and delicate adjustment when the nipper cam is being set.

(3) Combing.—The fibres, now being held in the proper position by
the nippers, are acted upon by the combs on the comber cylinder, which
consists of a cast iron cylinder bolted on to the cylinder shaft, the
circumference of which is divided into four parts, called respectively the
half lap or combing segment, the fluted segment, the two intermediate
portions being filled up with strips of tin called the tin segments. The
half lap or combing segment consists of a number (generally seventeen)
of brass strips running the full length of the cylinder, and having soldered
on their edges rows of needles. These needles in the combs are set at an acute angle with the circumference of the cylinder, so that in moving them through the tuft of lap projecting from the nippers, they have a tendency to draw the fibres down to the base of the needles, which being thicker at the base than at the point, form a series of V-shaped grooves which retain the bunches and nepes extracted from the cotton by the needles. The first rows of combs on the cylinder are coarse, the succeeding ones, gradually getting finer until the last ones, which are very delicate. The first comb has about 30 to 32 needles per inch, while the last one, as a rule, has 88 needles per inch, and in many instances as high as 100 needles per inch. This arrangement allows the fibres to receive a gradual treatment by the combs, one row in turn preparing them for the next row, a feature which in its effect is not only a great benefit to the fibres, but also saves excessive wear of the combs. Any broken needles in the combs can easily be replaced by new ones.

A detailed arrangement of the needles in cylinder comb is thus:

First six rows, 32 per inch, and 24's wire gauge. Rows 7 to 9, 40 per inch, and 26's wire gauge. Rows 10 and 11, 48 per inch, and 27's wire gauge. Rows 12 and 13, 64 per inch, and 29's wire gauge. Rows 14 and 15, 72 per inch; and 30's wire gauge. Rows 16 and 17, 88 per inch, and 33's wire gauge. The fluted segment consists of a cast iron plate, whose surface is concentric with that of the cylinder, and is fluted or grooved along its length, parallel to the feed and detaching rolls. The tin segments, being merely for the purpose of filling up the portions of the cylinder which would otherwise become receptacles for dirt and fly. The top comb consists of a flat steel plate containing a row of fine needles along its edge, bolted to two arms, which are oscillated by a shaft running the length of the machine and operated by a bowl and cam.

The operation of combing is as follows: The portion of web protruding from the nipper, and being held by the same, is on the deflection of the nipper presented to the action of the seventeen rows of needles on the cylinder, which thus comb the major part of the fibre. On the nipper resuming its normal condition, the combed fibre is lifted clear of the cylinder, and is caught between the fluted segment (which by the revolution of the cylinder is brought under it) and the leather detaching roll. Simultaneously with this action, the nipper knife ascends, thus releasing the fibres, and the top comb descends into the fibres just in front of the nipper. By this means, as the cylinder and detaching roll revolve, drawing the fibres through the top comb, their uncombed ends, which were held by the nippers, are submitted to the combing action of the needles in the top comb, thus combing the whole of the fibre.

It may be mentioned here that the front ends of the fibres are technically termed the "heads," while the rear ends are known as the "tails." Owing to the setting of the nippers, only about one-half of the length of the fibres is combed out by the cylinder comb. The extreme front ends of the "heads" of the fibres receive the greatest combing action from said cylinder combs, the amount of combing decreasing toward the
nippers, for the reason that the needles do not pass entirely thoroughly through that part of the fibres close to the bite of the nippers. In order to secure the best results from the cylinder comb needles, the exact position in which the nippers hold the fibres in relation to the centre of the cylinder must be carefully considered, since provided the fibres are held too far back, it is impossible to comb all of the "heads" of the fibres. "Set the needles of the comb cylinder so that if one row misses the fibres, a succeeding row will operate upon them."

In order to get the "tails" properly combed, have the top comb drop as near as possible to the detaching rollers, lifting at the same time the bite of the nippers as high as possible. It will be seen that the revolution of the cylinder comb is constant, while the combing action is intermittent, owing to the periphery of the cylinder being only partially fitted with combs. The "tails" of the fibres in being carried forward to the attaching rolls have necessarily to be pulled through the top comb, this comb acting like a filter, preventing any neps, short fibres or impurities from passing into the combed film.

(4) Detaching and Attaching.—Immediately after the cylinder has passed through the fibres, the latter are automatically taken forward and joined to those previously combed. To do this, they must first be detached from the lap and then attached to other combed fibres. From this it will be seen that detaching must precede attaching in the correct sequence of operations, but, however, before either operation takes place, the rear ends of the previously combed fibres must be returned a short distance in order to enable the fibres which will be detached from the lap, to overlap the ends of the fibres thus returned and be attached to them in such a manner as to produce an even film from the fibres thus treated. After the fibres have been returned, the detaching and attaching takes place almost simultaneously.

The attaching is performed by the same rolls as the fibres are returned by, so that an explanation of the working of the rolls will include both movements, although it must be kept in mind that detaching properly comes between them. The mechanism which actuates the rollers to return the ends of the fibres is known as the "roller motion."

There are two types of roller motions commonly used, viz., the notch wheel arrangement, as used on American machines and some English machines; and the quadrant motion, which is used principally on English makes of machines.

The notch wheel arrangement is illustrated in Fig. 125, which is a side elevation of the motion, showing the principal parts necessary for the operation. The arrangement consists essentially of the notch wheel \( A \) and the two cams \( B \) and \( C \). The cam \( B \) is grooved and carries the bowl \( D \) which is attached to one end of the lever arm \( E \), said lever being centered at \( F \), and having its other end pivotally joined to the lever finger \( G \), which carries at its other end a square end projection \( H \) which fits into the notches of the wheel \( A \) and moves it in either direction.
On the same lever $G$ is attached one end of a spring $I$, the other end of which is attached to the lever $E$, near its top end. The object of the spring is to keep the notch lever firmly in contact with the notch wheel when the cam $C$ allows it to enter a notch. On the same shaft with the notch wheel $A$ is a gear $J$, which is in gear with a wheel $K$ on the end of the steel roller $N$. The cylinder is indicated by $O$, its direction of rotation being shown by arrow.

The lever $E$ is given a backward and forward movement by means of the characteristic shape of the cam $B$, in which the bowl $D$ slides. These movements are in turn given to the lever finger $G$, which when it is in contact with the notch wheel $A$ transmits the same motion to it and
through the gears \( J \) and \( K \) to the steel roll. The time of contact of the finger \( G \) with the notch wheel is controlled by the arm \( L \), which carries a bowl \( M \) at its other end, and which in turn rests upon the cam plate \( C \).

As the bowl \( D \) approaches the centre of the cam \( B \), the end of the lever \( E \) is moved in a right hand direction. At the same time the bowl \( M \) is nearest the centre of the cam \( C \), so that the finger \( H \) is in contact with the notch wheel, and which in turn is partially revolved by the action of the lever \( E \). This movement causes the ends of the fibres to return a short distance, and when the bowl \( D \) begins to recede from the centre of the cam \( B \), immediately after returning the proper amount of fibres, the bowl \( M \) still being nearest the centre of the cam \( C \), causes the notch wheel to revolve in the opposite direction, and consequently the steel roll revolves similarly, and in turn delivers the newly combed fibres into the triangular shaped pan in front of the rolls. Resting on the steel roll \( N \), are two other rolls (not shown) held there by springs, being revolved by the frictional contact with said steel roll. The top roll is called the top detaching roll, and the other is the leather detaching roll. The cotton in being carried forward, passes first between the leather detaching roll and the steel detaching roll and then between the top detaching roll and the steel detaching roll into the pan mentioned.

The quadrant motion for performing the same operation is illustrated in Figs. 126 and 127, the principal features of the motion being the quadrant, quadrant cam, and clutch on the end of the steel detaching roll. With reference to Fig. 126, \( A \) indicates the quadrant cam on the cam shaft \( B \), and \( C \) the quadrant, centered at \( D \). The latter is so named because it has two arms holding a segment \( H \) of a circle on which teeth have been cut, forming almost a quadrant of a circle. On the end of the lower lever arm \( E \) of the quadrant is a bowl \( F \) which slides in a groove \( G \) of the cam \( A \). The comb cylinder is indicated by \( I \) and its direction of rotation by arrow. \( J \) indicates a portion of the framing of the machine, \( K \) and \( L \) are the nipper shaft and the large lifter shaft respectively, of the comber (see corresponding letters of references \( E \) and \( F \), in Fig. 117). The toothed segment \( H \) works into a gear \( M \), collared on the shaft \( N \) and having at its end one-half of the clutch \( U \) (shown in Fig. 127), the other half of the clutch being attached to the end of the shaft \( N \), which is a continuation of the steel detaching roll \( O \) (not shown in Fig. 127). \( P \) and \( Q \) in Fig. 126 indicate respectively the top and the leather detaching rolls, resting on the steel detaching roll \( O \). On the other side of the gear \( M \) and on the same collar, is a circular groove \( R \) in which a small projection from the lever \( S \) fits. This lever \( S \) is centered and has its other end sliding in the groove \( T \) of the cam \( T' \). Through this cam and lever arrangement the clutch \( U \) is either thrown in or out of clutch, causing the steel detaching roll \( O \) to partake of the same motion as the gear \( M \), when it is in clutch and to remain stationary when out. As the bowl \( F \) (see Fig. 126) is moved toward the centre of the cam, the toothed segment \( H \) is moved upward and being in gear with gear \( M \), revolves it. When the clutch \( U \) is in gear, the steel detaching roll \( O \) is also revolved.
When the bowl $F$ starts toward the outer extremity of the groove of the cam, the toothed segment $H$ is moved downward, and the gear $M$ revolved in the opposite direction to its first motion. As the clutch is still in contact, the steel detaching roll $O$ will also revolve in the opposite direction. The clutch $U$ is taken out of contact after the toothed segment $H$ has reached its lowest point, so that in rising again, the gear $M$ is turned without revolving the steel detaching roll $O$, until the clutch $U$ is thrown back into contact. The gist of the motion thus explained is to always return a smaller amount of combed fibres for attaching than is immediately carried forward. As was mentioned before, between the returning of the ends of the previously combed fibres and the delivery of the newly combed fibres through the rolls, the detaching operation is performed.
Referring to Fig. 128, an illustration of the method employed in detaching the fibres from the lap is given. A indicates the feed rolls, B the comb cylinder which has on its periphery a fluted segment, as previously mentioned. C is the steel detaching roll, C' is the top detaching roll, and D is the leather detaching roll. The principal feature of the operation is that the leather detaching roll descends upon the cylinder just as the fluted segment comes under the combed fibres, and the head ends of the combed fibres being between them, as the cylinder continues its revolution, the fibres are thus detached from the lap. The leather detaching roll D is lowered and raised by means of the cam E, and the levers F, G, H and I respectively. Each end of the leather detaching roll D is fitted into one of the ends of the lever I (one lever on each side) which is centered at J, the other end being connected to the vertical arm H by means of a joint. To the lower end of the arm is connected in a similar manner the lever G, whose other end is fast on the shaft K. Connected also to the shaft K is the lever F, which carries the bowl L at its other end, and which in turn slides in the groove M on the detaching cam E. From the shape of the cam, the lever F is moved
slightly up and down at the proper time, that is, for the proper movement of the leather detaching roll. When the end of the lever \( F \) goes up, the end of the lever \( G \), which is connected to the vertical lever \( H \), also goes up through its connection to lever \( F \) by the shaft \( K \). The vertical lever \( H \) is thus moved upward and by its connection with the lever \( I \), moves the connected end up. This lever, as mentioned, is centered at \( J \) so that as one end goes up, the other end which carries the leather detaching roll goes down, thus placing said roll on the fluted segment of the cylinder. It will be noticed that in this position the leather roll receives its revolution from the steel roll and also the fluted segment, so that in order to prevent injury to the leather roll, the surface speeds of the steel roll and the fluted segment must be exactly the same. The cam \( E \) is so shaped that as soon as the fibres have overlapped the ends of the returned fibres, it causes the leather detaching roll to rise from off the cylinder, in order to be out of the path of the combs as they come around.
Method of Actuating the Top Comb.—It will be remembered that only the front ends of the fibres had received the combing action of the cylinder comb, and now, just as the fluted segment and leather detaching roll pull the fibres forward, the top comb A (see Fig. 129) descends and the rear ends of the fibres are passed through the needles of this comb, thus completing the entire combing of the fibres. The top comb A is operated by means of a cam B on the cylinder shaft C. Riding on the top side of the cam B is a bowl D attached to the lower end of the lever
E centered at F. Centered also at F and connected to the lever E, is another lever G, carrying the top comb A at its other end. When the bowl D is nearest the centre of the cam B, through the levers shown, the top comb A is in its lowest position, that is, the fibres can pass through it as they are taken forward. The outline and setting of the cam B, is such that the comb is lowered at the proper time and again raised after the fibres have passed through the needles, in time to be out of the way of the cylinder comb as it comes around. In order to have the comb perfectly parallel, adjusting screws H are placed in the top levers G, their ends projecting through the lever and resting upon the framing I of the machine. These screws prevent one end of the comb from descending lower than the other, a feature which would otherwise cause the fibres to be unevenly combed. The angle of the top comb A is adjusted by means of the slot J in the arm K, and the bolts L and M. The bolt M acts as a centre for the arm K and the bolt L fits into the slot J and is fastened to the arm G, and when the nut N is screwed up tight, the arm K is secured to the arm G and the two arms then act as a single lever. O indicates the nipper knife, P the cushion plate, Q the leather detaching roll, R the steel detaching roll, S the top detaching roll and T the feed rolls, all of which parts are shown in their relative positions to each other in the illustration.

A Synopsis of the Operations During Combing.—The descriptions of the actions of the parts of the comber thus far given include all of the principal operations during the actual process, and in order to bring the different movements of the various parts of the comber more directly connected with the actual combing process clearly to the notice of the student, the accompanying illustration Fig. 130 is given, showing by means of four views, the position of each part of the combing mechanism, as the cylinder takes up the four most important different positions in one of its revolutions.

The first position is shown in diagram I, the combs A of the half lap B just beginning to comb the fibres. The feed rolls C are stationary; the nippers D E are gripping the cotton, being in their lowest position; the top comb F is in its highest position; the leather detaching roll G is in its highest position; the steel detaching roll H is stationary.

The second position is shown in diagram II, giving the positions of the parts when the combs A are just completing the operation, that is, just leaving the fibres. All of the parts are in the same position as at first.

Between the second and third positions the following movements take place: The nippers D E raise, thus liberating the fibres; the top comb F descends; the leather detaching roll G descends to its lowest position just as the fluted segment I comes under it; the steel detaching roll H with the top detaching roll J returns a part of the previously combed fibres (see dash in roll H, indicating the movement of this roll, the top detaching roll revolving in the opposite direction).
The third position is shown in diagram III, the fluted segment I having just come under the combed fibres. The feed rollers C are just beginning to deliver; the nippers D E are up out of contact with each other; the top comb F is down; the leather detaching roll G is on the fluted segment I and just beginning to revolve with it and the steel detaching roll H, the latter just beginning to revolve in the forward direction.
The fourth position is shown in diagram IV, the fluted segment \( I \) is just leaving the fibres. The feed rolls \( C \) are stationary, having just delivered the proper length of lap; the nipper knife \( E \) is on the point of descending on to the cushion plate \( D \) to grip the cotton that was passed through by the feed rolls; the top comb \( F \) is raising out of the way of the cylinder combs \( A \); the leather detaching roll \( G \) beginning to raise up off of the fluted segment \( I \); the steel detaching roll \( H \) just finishing its forward movement. Between the fourth and first positions, all of the movements mentioned in the fourth position are completed and everything is in readiness for another cycle of movements in the comber as was just explained.

The same movements thus explained, are repeated for every nip of the comber, each operation being performed by the different parts as the preceding one completes its work on the fibre.

Referring again to the attaching of the combed fibres to those previously combed, the diameter of the steel detaching roller, whose motion has been described, is say \( \frac{3}{8} \) inch, and taking an example of where this roll is given \( \frac{1}{8} \) of a forward revolution by the downward motion of the quadrant, we will get a delivered length of combed fibres from the detaching roll after every nip, equal to \( \frac{1}{8} \times 3.1416 \times \frac{3}{8} = 2.4 \) inches. As the length of the fibres returned is equal to about one half of the length taken forward, the length of cotton fleece returned in this instance will be approximately equal to \( 2.4 \div 2 = 1.2 \) inches. The length returned, however, is usually greater than \( 1.2 \) inches, since in some cases the length delivered for every nip is over \( 2.75 \) inches. From this it will be seen that the net forward delivery of the steel detaching roll will in most cases be approximately equal to \( 1\frac{1}{2} \) inches. The length of lap fed by the feed rollers for every nip, is about \( \frac{3}{8} \) inch, or about one fifth of the length delivered; which gives a draft between the feed rolls and the detaching rolls equal to \( (1\frac{1}{2} + \frac{3}{8}) \times 5 \).

(5) Delivering.—In Fig. 131 is given a top view of the delivery of the combed cotton. The combed film as coming from the detaching rolls \( A \) passes into the pan \( B \), situated directly in front of the rolls. The object of the pan is to keep part of the film in its full width, so that when it is returned through the rollers for the attaching process, it will attach along the entire width. It must be kept in mind that what is said in explaining one head, applies to all heads on the machine, so that on a six head machine, there are six pans, one in front of each head. The cotton at this point in the process is in the shape of a very thin web and is very light. The backward and forward movements of the attaching rolls give the web of cotton in the pan a wavy motion, and as the calender rolls in front of the trumpet have a continuous movement in the forward direction, it will be seen that if the backward movement of the attaching rolls is too far, the web will likely be broken in the pan. Owing to the fact that there is no stop motion on the machine to control such breakages, the combed cotton, when such a break occurs, collects in the pan
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until the machine is stopped by the operator and the broken end pieced up. As was mentioned, the web in the pan is very thin, and it is at this place where the work has to be watched to see whether the comber is working properly or not, that is, if all of the neps, dirt, etc., are being properly extracted. Immediately in front of each pan is a trumpet $C$ through which the respective film passes and in turn is condensed into the form of a sliver, which is then passed through calender rollers $D$, and from there on to the front table $E$. This front table is a long polished sheet of iron, about 12 inches wide and extending along the entire front of the machine, to the draw box. It is on this table that "bad piecing" shows up most prominently. Bad piecing means that the back ends of the fibres of the previously combed film were not properly joined to the front ends of the fibres of the freshly combed film, that is, the backward movement of the steel detaching roll is either too great or not great enough. In the first instance, the lap will present a lumpy and uneven appearance, while in the latter case, the sliver will be continually breaking or presenting thin places in the sliver. However the breaking of the

Fig. 131.

sliver is not always an indication of bad piecing, being sometimes caused by having too great a draft between the calender rolls in front of the pan and the back roll of the draw box, a feature which consequently tends to pull the slivers apart in their passage from the calender rolls to the draw box. Guides $F$ are also placed on the table in such positions, that the slivers in moving along the table will be laid side by side without any friction on each other, and in this position, enter the draw box $G$. The slivers are drawn from the calender rolls $D$ along the table $E$ by the rollers of the draw box $G$, being guided to them by the guides $H$. The rolls of the draw box are composed of three sets of drawing rolls. The bottom rolls should be examined frequently to see if they are running easily and smoothly without binding or jumping. Leather covered top rolls are generally used in the draw box, care being taken to keep the front roll, which is usually a shell roll, well oiled and varnished in order to reduce the liability of the sliver sticking to the roll and causing a loss of time in cleaning it off. At the draw box, the second and last large draft on the comber is put in and the six (or more as the case may be)
slivers which are fed to it from the comber heads are delivered as one sheet and then passed through a trumpet \( I \), which condenses the sheet into a compact sliver. The total draft between the three rolls in the draw box, will be about 5 or 6, so that the doubling which takes place on the front table, and the drawing which takes place in the draw box, not only make more expeditious handling of the combed slivers, but at the same time help to the production of a more uniform sliver from the comber than would otherwise be possible. Emerging from the trumpet \( I \), the sliver of combed cotton is conveyed through the block rollers \( J \), which are situated directly in front of this trumpet. The top block roller is quite heavy, while the bottom one is smaller, the former roll being constructed with a ridge running around it at the centre of its width, which fits loosely into a corresponding groove in the lower block roll. The sliver is guided into this groove and in this manner is condensed to a still greater extent. From the block rollers \( J \) the sliver is passed upwards to the coiler top \( K \) and coiled into a can in exactly the same manner as on a carding engine, as explained in Vol. I, in connection with that machine.

The drafting rolls used in the draw box, also known as the draw head, consist of three pairs, the diameters of the bottom rolls being respectively 1 inch for the first roll and \( \frac{3}{4} \) inch for the second and third rolls. The sliver passing through this machine being very light, it is not customary to set the rolls in the draw box as far apart from each other as in the case explained in connection with the draw rolls in the ribbon lap machine, allowing in connection with the draw box only one sixteenth of an inch over the length of the staple of the cotton under operation, between the first and second pair of rolls, and one sixteenth of an inch gain over this distance between the second and third pair of rolls.

For example if dealing with a 1\(\frac{1}{2} \) inch staple, set drafting rolls in the draw box as follows: Distance between the centres of the first and second pair of rolls = 1\(\frac{9}{16} \) inches, distance between the centres of the second and third pair of rolls = 1\(\frac{3}{4} \) inches.

Lately, combers with double deliveries have been brought into the market, the object being to reduce floor space as well as consequent cost in machinery and their operation. The novelty consists in dividing the delivery of the series of "comber-heads" (from 6 to 10 heads being used) into two sections. The drawing rollers at the delivery end of the combing machine are correspondingly made in two sections, one half of the delivery of slivers (say 3, 4 or 5 as the case may be) passing through each section of said drawing rollers, in turn passing through a separate trumpet and calender or delivery rollers into a separate can. This arrangement, as will be readily understood on referring to Fig. 132 (which is a top plan view of this new delivery, two comber heads being shown in order to explain the arrangement) permits an increased output as compared when using single series drawing and calender rollers in connection with one trumpet between them, and delivering in turn in
one can. The whole gist of the improvement really consists in providing double the number of drawing motions (draw boxes) to a given number of comber heads delivering to it, for which reason the speed of the comber can be considerably increased and the draft diminished, resulting in a greater production of work done without deteriorating the quality of the product. As previously mentioned, a cotton combing machine usually consists of a series of from six to ten heads (two—1, 2—only being shown in our illustration), arranged along the front table 3, and on which the slivers proceed in parallel lines in the direction of the arrows, toward the drawing rollers 4 at the delivery end of the machine. These drawing rollers 4, are made into two sections, and 3, 4 or 5 slivers (as the case may be) passed through each section of the drawing rollers, in turn through a separate trumpet 5, and then through the block rollers 6, each sliver being delivered into a separate can 7.

![Diagram of a cotton combing machine](image)

**Cleaning of the Cylinder Comb.**—This is performed by means of the brush B, see Fig. 117, the position of which in relation to the cylinder C is readily seen from this illustration. This brush is made circular and is set up to the cylinder so that the bristles press into the needles of the combs about ⅛ to ½ inch. The brush is revolved at a much higher speed (about four times as fast) than the cylinder (rotating in the same direction as the cylinder at point of contact with the latter) in order to thus effectively clean the waste fibres and impurities taken from the cotton, from the teeth of the cylinder combs, in turn reducing to a minimum the possibility of flyings. Although the brush clears the needles very thoroughly, yet it must be understood that in order to keep the cylinder perfectly clean, the various rows of needles must be perfectly joined up to each other, as otherwise spaces would be left between the rows of combs, with the result that waste would accumulate in such spaces, and which not being extricated by the brush would in turn interfere with the proper working of the needles. The diameter of a new
brush is about six inches, but from its continual revolution and necessary friction against the cylinder combs, gradually wears to a smaller diameter and hence performs less effective work. This wear must be taken up by means of re-adjustment of its position and also the speed of the brush, because as the diameter decreases, the surface speed also diminishes. From the brush, the cotton waste is taken off by means of a spiked doffer \(D\) revolving in contact with it, but at a slower speed for this purpose. The doffer, in turn is stripped of the waste by a vibrating doffer comb as situated on the back side of the doffer, the said waste coming off in the form of a thin fleece or web, which in turn rolls itself up on a slowly revolving shaft, into a handy lap, or as is the case in the older method, the fleece of waste as coming off of the doffer, drops into a suitable box as situated directly under the doffer comb.

**Duplex Combers.**—Hitherto only the Single Nip Comber has been referred to, but there are also double Nip, or Duplex Combers built (see Fig. 133, a section of such a comb), whose principal difference from the single nip will only be enumerated, as the motions in themselves are the same.

The cylinder of the Duplex Comber has two separate half laps \(B\), containing the cylinder combs, which are set opposite to each other,
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and also two fluted segments C set similar to the combs, the latter of which in this make of a comber only contain 13 rows of needles each. Whereas before, only one movement of the parts was required for every revolution of the cylinder, now two complete movements are necessary, as the machine must nip twice for every revolution of the comb cylinder. The feed rolls are driven by having two studs opposite each other on the disc (see Fig. 118), which gear in the star wheel, and thus give two intermittent motions to the feed roll for every revolution of the comb cylinder. The movements of the other parts of the comber are obtained by having the cam shaft revolve at twice the speed of the cylinder. A greater production is obtained by the use of the Duplex comber, as the machine can be run at a greatly increased speed, without undue strain upon the parts. The usual speed of a Single Nip machine is from 80 to 100 nips per minute, while the Duplex under ordinary conditions can be run as high as 120 nips per minute. However, the Duplex comber has also its disadvantages compared to the single nip machine, one being that the quality of the work is not as good, since the cotton is acted on by only 13 rows of needles in place of 17 in the single nip machine; the other being that the timing of the various parts can not be done as easily on account of the two half laps and two fluted segments being used in connection with only one cylinder.

Notes on Combing.—Referring to both Single and Duplex combers, it may be noted that the cotton lying between the feed rollers and the nippers is always left in a continuous lap, whereas during the combing operation, underneath the leather detaching roller there is no cotton at all, or at best only a few extra long fibres, hanging from those which have been combed. The forward motion of the detaching rollers, by taking the cotton from the nippers, brings about a complete separation of the combed and uncombed cotton, said nippers closing before the forward motion has been completed. The closing of the nippers in this manner before the completion of the forward delivery of the combed fibres ensures a more satisfactory separation of the combed fibres from the uncombed cotton. While the operation of combing is in progress, the detaching rollers are stationary, so that although the combed ends of the fibres have almost disappeared through the rollers, yet they have not been carried forward entirely, and the next movement of the rolls being in a backward direction, the ends of the combed fibres are returned, ready for the attaching operation. In returning for the attaching, the combed ends of the fibres naturally follow the periphery of the steel detaching roller and the fluted segment of the cylinder, so that they hang down from the former, and can be readily overlapped by the freshly combed portion of cotton, by means of the fluted segment and the leather detaching roller.

In combing short stapled cotton, it is necessary to put a smaller gear on the stud with the star wheel, so as to give the feed roll less rotation, because if for short staple cotton the same amount of lap
would be fed per nip as for long staple cotton, the fibres would be
accompanied by them before they had received sufficient combing from
the cylinder needles. Besides being used to facilitate a change of the stock
being combed, the gear previously referred to is also practically speaking,
dispensable to the proper performance of the machine, and when it is desired to
change the weight of the slivers being delivered, or if the weight has been
changed from some cause and it is desired to keep it the same. Say, for
instance, that less waste is taken out by the cylinder combs than usual
on account of a specially uniform staple, then the weight of the combed
sliver would naturally weigh too heavy; consequently by having a
change wheel, less lap can be fed, while the same weight as previously
obtained will result. Great caution should also be exercised to prevent
the leather detaching roller and the top detaching roller from being in
contact with each other. On a casual examination of the machine, the
two rollers might appear to be in contact, but on further examination
they will be found to be slightly separated, as actual contact between
them would greatly interfere in the proper delivery of the combed fibres.
However, the space between them is very small, being only about \( \frac{1}{4} \) inch,
and care should be taken to have them perfectly parallel, which may be
done by the use of a gauge, a No. 19 being the correct one to use. The
top detaching roll is usually covered with brass, the advantages claimed
being that the cotton is more firmly gripped between the steel and top
rolls, the life of the roll also being prolonged. Although leather rolls
have been used as top rolls, they are almost all being discarded and
in their places brass covered rolls substituted. The set of three detach-
ing rolls in a comber is used simply as a carrier of the combed fibres back
and forth, and performs no drafting operation.

Size of Flutes.—The flutes on the steel detaching roll have been the
subject for much discussion as to their correct size, that is, whether
they should be of a fine or coarse cut. Different sizes have been used,
all with favorable results. Mills using fine flutes, put forth in their favor
the contention that the sliver made from them is more glossy, with a
more perfect piecing, and that there is less liability of producing torn
or cut edges on the slivers. Advocates of coarse fluted rolls state that
they are much easier to set parallel, exert a better grip upon the fibres
being passed forward, and are not worn off as rapidly as the finer flutes.
The principle of the operation by which all the short fibres are
taken out of the lap without the extraction of the long fibres, is best
given by taking a concrete example of the fibres, and explaining the
treatment they receive. Suppose the length of the fibre under discus-
sion to be \( 1 \frac{1}{2} \) inches, and the distance between the point of contact of the
centre of the leather detaching roller with the fluted segment of the
cylinder to be \( 1 \) inch from the top edge of the cushion plate. The
length of lap delivered at every nip by the feed rollers is \( \frac{1}{4} \) inch, and fully
\( \frac{1}{4} \) inch has to be projected through the nippers before the cylinder
needles can act on the fibres. Before the entire length of the fibre is
projected through the nippers, it is carried forward through the top comb
by the detaching motion as combed fibres, so that the cylinder combs pass through said fibres only two or three times, and not about four or five times as is sometimes stated. It will be seen from the above explanation, that the long fibres, although combed separately at both ends, are always held either by the nippers or by the detaching mechanism, so that under proper working conditions, it is almost impossible for a long fibre to be combed out as waste. Suppose now that instead of all of the fibres in a lot of cotton to be combed being 1½ inches, there are fibres of only ½ inch staple amongst them. When the latter project about ½ inch from the nippers, their forward ends will receive the combing action of the cylinder needles once, but as they are projected forward another ½ inch, they leave the grip of the nippers, and as the distance from the nippers to the bite of the detaching roll is 1 inch, they will not be carried forward by the detaching motion, in other words, they are entirely free, except that the surrounding fibres prevent them from dropping out, and consequently, when the needles of the cylinder pass through the fibres on the succeeding revolution of the comb, these short fibres will be caught by the needles and carried around as waste.

Curling of the Fibres.—This is one of the common evils connected with the detaching and attaching mechanism, that is, the sliver presents a curly or wavy appearance as it comes from the detaching rolls. The cause of the trouble is generally found to be that the fibres are too dry, and when not too bad, can be remedied by sprinkling the floor around the combers with water, also by having buckets of water placed under those heads which give the most trouble, and keeping them there over night. Humidifiers would very effectually remedy the evil, but their use is restricted on account of the needles of the combs, as well as such parts of the machine as have to remain very smooth, being easily susceptible to rusting, and when the advantage gained one way would be more than counterbalanced by the damage done.

Regulation of Waste Made.—Aside from the thorough combing of the good fibres in the lap, the next important consideration in the operation of a comber is to regulate the amount of waste or noil according to varying conditions. The amount of waste or noil necessary to be removed from a lot of cotton under operation depends upon the quantity of short fibres in the lap, and as this condition is more or less influenced by the proper carding previously performed, consequently when deciding upon the percentage of noils to be maintained these things must be considered, and the comber adjusted to remove the least amount of waste or noil consistent with the quality of the work desired. Different grades of cotton certainly will contain different quantities of noil or waste, varying from 10 to 30 per cent. As stated before, this percentage must be determined upon and the machine adjusted to remove the required amount, since otherwise a large percentage of valuable stock would be lost as noil, or a large percentage of noil allowed to pass into the sliver and this in turn would deteriorate the yarn. A comber may be adjusted to remove any amount of noil; in fact, it may be so set and timed
that the stock can be run through the machine without removing any
noil whatever; however the purpose of this machine is to take out this
undesirable material. When cotton is run through the comber, and only
a very small amount of noil is removed, it is a sign that the machine has
been so adjusted that the needles have not been allowed full play upon
the fibres, and as a result only a portion of the noil in the cotton is
removed, i.e., only a part of the stock under operation is combed. For
this reason it is impractical to remove less than 10 per cent of noil from
a lot of cotton. To obtain strength and characteristic appearance of
combed yarn, and to take out the same amount of noil from each
individual head in the comber, and to maintain this under the varying
conditions of the work, requires practice and a close attention to the
innumerable details of the machine. Any cotton above the average
combing length (1 ¼ inches) is always more or less nappy, and in order to
remove this large amount of neps and all other impurities that do not go
to make up a perfect yarn, close settings must be made. This results
in a large percentage of fibres which are below the combing length
being taken out along with the neps and foreign matter and pass into the
noil; while if such a close setting were not required, a large number of
these slightly short fibres would pass into the yarn. From the various
cottons which are subjected to combing, Peelers and Benders are the
most difficult to card and comb, and from 20 to 30 per cent of noil must
be expected. This cotton contains a large amount of neps which must
be removed, a feature requiring close settings of the various parts of the
machine in order to give it every advantage to thoroughly comb the
stock. Egyptian cotton, while as a rule clean and consequently easy to
to comb, generally contains a large percentage of short fibre. This cotton
does not require so close a setting, although its unevenness in staple
generally results in the production of from 15 to 20 per cent of noil.
Sea Island cotton is difficult to comb and in connection with the operation
a careful and accurate adjustment of the comber is absolutely
necessary, 18 to 22 per cent being the average of noil made consistent
with perfect work.

There are several methods employed for the regulation of the
amount of noil taken out of the lap, the following items all tending to
increase the amount of noil taken out and vice versa, viz., the earlier the
comb is dropped, the later the nipper is closed, the greater the angle of
the top comb, the later the feed, and the closer the settings. As a
matter of fact, the first and second points are hardly ever made use of,
since these timings should not be tampered with, as bad work would
invariably result. Changing the angle of the top comb might be re-
sorted to by a skilful operator, but as 31 degrees angle is a good rule for
setting the top comb, it should only be changed on special occasions.
Later feeding can safely be taken advantage of, and the amount of noil
produced may be varied by this means safely to the extent of 4 per cent.
The feeding operation commences just before the leather detaching
roller comes into contact with the fluted segment. By delaying the
feed, the leather detaching roller and fluted segment cannot grip all of
the fibres sufficiently well, with the result that those which are slightly
shorter are left for the cylinder needles to be taken around as noil.

By the setting of the nipper knife to the cylinder needles, and the
top comb to the fluted segment, the amount of noil is also easily regu-
lated, since the deeper the stock is pushed into the path of the needles
of the cylinder as they pass, the larger will be the percentage of noil re-
moved, while, if the cotton under operation is not forced sufficiently far
into the needles, the same, as they come around, will not pass thoroughly
through the stock, and thus have a tendency to leave short fibres in the
cotton, a feature which will be at the expense of the quality of the work
produced, if this practice is carried beyond the proper limit. By setting
the top comb nearer to the fluted segment, the amount of noil removed
will also be increased for the reason that the comb will penetrate deeper
into the lap of cotton under operation, permitting only those fibres
which are gripped firmly by the fluted segment and leather detaching
roll to be drawn through the needles of said top comb, and when conse-
quently more of the short fibres will be held back by the comb, to be
in turn removed by the cylinder needles on the next cycle of operations;
while on the other hand, if the top comb is set so that it does not approach
as close to the fluted segment, the fibres will pass to a certain extent,
underneath rather than through the comb and hence many fibres will
escape its action that would otherwise have been removed. Careful
adjustment of the nipper is also a very important point in the regulation
of the amount of noil made, for which reason care must be taken that
the cushions are as straight as it is possible to get them, also that the
nipper knives are parallel and are nipping the entire length of the
 Cushion plates, in order that the stock will be held firmly throughout its
entire width, and thus prevent any portion from being pulled out by the
cylinder combs and taken around as waste.

The condition of the detaching rolls also affects the percentage of
noil made to a considerable extent, those that are uneven or which have
been made rough by using a poor varnish and which has come off of the
rolls in patches, will necessarily produce an excessive amount of noil.

Where a very heavy lap is used, and combers are driven to their
 utmost capacity, every advantage possible must be given the needles to
perform their work efficiently upon the fibres, which, owing to the
character of the lap, will necessarily result in a large production of noil.
In order to reduce this percentage without altering the timing and
setting of the parts, weights are frequently added to the leather detach-
ing rolls, i.e., 3 or 4 lb. weights are hung on each hook to answer the
purpose; but this is not a common practice and is only resorted to in
mills where heavy production is demanded. While this plan will do
much toward reducing the noil, it is ruinous to the leather detaching
rolls and can only be practiced favorably where a wound leather roll is
used, as a cotted roll is not so substantial and would be quickly destroyed
by the excessive pressure on the steel detaching roll. The fact that a
great many rolls are run several month after having outlived their usefulness, the plan thus mentioned would answer the purpose of getting rid of these bad rolls, which in some instances are run as long as they hold together sufficiently to take another coat of varnish. This practice of using rolls after they are worn out, causes a great many fibres to be left behind which should have been incorporated into the combed film of cotton.

Methods have thus been given for taking the noil and waste out of the fibres, and the next item is to keep them out. Unless the machine is kept perfectly clean, a large part of the good results gotten in the combing process is lost, as it is clear to every one that if the waste is left through carelessness in such a position as to be again incorporated into the fibres which have been combed, no material benefit will result from the expensive operation. Neglect of the comber will very soon be made apparent by the appearance and quality of the yarn spun from the combed fibres, while with care and proper attention to its operation, the yarn produced will be of the highest quality, a result not obtained by any other process in its manufacture.

Settings and Timings.—The keynote to the successful working of a comber is the proper timing and setting of the different motions. To have any one of the motions working out of exact harmony with the others is to sacrifice the efficiency of the machine, and therefore there must be some arrangement by which the timings and settings can be easily and accurately made, otherwise the time and labor of setting the different parts would prove very expensive and could not even then be made with entire satisfaction.

The arrangement used for the proper timing consists in an index wheel on the cylinder shaft. It has 80 teeth and its circumference is divided into 20 equal parts, the divisions being numbered from 1 to 20. There is an index finger which is stationary, and all settings are made by placing the required number on the index wheel under the index finger. The cam shaft is driven from the cylinder shaft by means of another 80 tooth gear, so that the two revolutions are the same, and the cams on said shaft can be set from the index wheel without additional figuring for the proper number.

The settings and timings, as advised by the Whiting Machine Works are given as follows:

Cleaning the Parts of the Combing Machine.—All shafts in the combing machine should be taken out and thoroughly cleaned. All the shaft bearings should also be cleaned before the shafts are replaced, as well as other parts of the machine that may be covered with grease or other preservative.

Setting the Shafts.—It will be found most convenient to replace the shafts in the following order: Lifter and Nipper shafts, 1½” and 1¾” diameter, running in the base of the upright stands; cylinder shaft, coupling this to the short shaft that carries the index gear; driving
shaft; cam shaft; notch wheel shaft. See that all caps are screwed firmly to their places and that all shafts run freely after the caps are well set up. Put the large gear covers on head end of the machine and see that they do not interfere with the moving parts of the machine.

Setting End Cam.—Put on pawl arm with cam roll on it. Set these caps up hard. Throw 80 tooth gear out of mesh by sliding endwise, and turn cam shaft till the roller in pawl arm is in the heel of the large cam on the end of the machine. Turn the index gear till the number 5½ stands opposite the pointer and slide the 80 tooth gear back into mesh and bolt it to its sleeve.

Fluted and Needle Segments.—See that the fluted segments are screwed down firmly, and then put in needle half laps and screw them down firmly. Be sure and have them thoroughly cleaned. Put small tin casings between the two segments and see that they fit closely.

Lifters to be in Line.—See if the lifter slides on the small shafts are all in a straight line before putting them in place, and also see that these set screws are well tightened. Put brass bushings in detaching roll bearings and place the detaching roll in the bushings. See that this roll and the small lifter shafts are free after the caps are screwed on, they are both under the same cap. Connect the small lifter shafts with the large lifter shaft. The detaching roll should be set to the fluted segments with a No. 21 gauge.

Setting Cylinders.—Put on large tin waste chutes, being particular to have each square and true, particularly at the point where they come between the upright stands. Then set the cylinders in the proper place by turning the index gear till number 5 is opposite the pointer. Then turn cylinders on the shafts till they all stand with the front edge of the fluted segment 1½" from the back side of the detaching roll. Use the 1½" gauge to caliper this distance. Screw the cylinders firmly to the shaft by the set screws at each end of each cylinder. See that each cylinder stands midway of the waste chutes, particularly at the point where they cover the ends of the cylinders.

Draw Head.—Put doffer worm-gear shaft in place. Put draw head together and place gears and covers in position and connect with the gear on end of the cylinder shaft.

Setting Top Comb Shaft.—Put top comb shaft in its bearings. Screw on the caps and set 7 inches from the back side of the detaching roll to the front side of the top comb shaft.

Setting Brushes.—Put in the brush shaft and set the brushes so that the bristles will touch the brass faces of the needle bars. Do not set the brushes hard against the needles.

Setting the Nippers.—Put on the cushion plates and adjust them by the small screws at the back, so that the front edge of the cushion plate is the thickness of a piece of writing paper from the lip of the nipper knife. Be sure and have the nipper knife perfectly straight. Fasten the plates securely in place by the binding screws and try the setting after tightening the binding screws. Place the nipper frames all on the
floor and connect them with the nipper stands, and slide the feed roll into place endwise, then lift them together into place. Set the arm (with the stop screws in them) about an angle of 31 degrees by adjusting the stop screws. Then set the front edge of the cushion plate the proper distance from the detach roll. Use only one screw in each frame to make this setting and when cushion plate is set, fasten the stop screws you have used with the check nut. After all the frames have been set in this manner, set the other stop screw with the one that is set with paper so that both screw points in each end will hit the stand at the same time. Four gauges are used for this, ranging from $1\frac{1}{4}''$ to $1\frac{3}{4}''$, according to the cotton under operation. While gauging this distance, set the nipper frame up or down until the cushion plate is the thickness of No. 12 gauge from the segment. This is to level the frames merely; they are all reset to the half lap needles later. The nipper knife will now stand at about an angle of 31 degrees. To get more angle on the nipper knife, turn the screws in the upright arm further in. In setting the nippers it is always best to begin in the centre of the machine and work each way.

Setting Feed Roll.—Set front side of the feed roll from the detach roll $1\frac{5}{8}''$ to $1\frac{7}{8}''$, that is, if the cushion plate has been set $1\frac{7}{8}''$ to $1\frac{5}{8}''$. Put on nipper springs and give a tension by screwing the nuts about $\frac{1}{4}''$ after they begin to draw. Feed roll should start when figure four is opposite the pointer. Set the cross shaft from the feed roll to the corrugated lap rolls.

Setting the Nipper Rods.—Connect nipper frames to large nipper shaft. See that rods enter the swivel freely. Turn the comber until the first row of needles on the half laps point to the centre of the detach roll, or until pointer is at $14\frac{1}{4}$ on index gear. See that the roll is in high part of nipper cam under the sliver plate. Put stop gauge under the point of the stop screw and adjust nuts on connection rods until the pressure is nearly taken off the gauge. At the same time set the nipper frames up or down until the cushion plate gauges No. 19 from the needles. Tighten all bolts and check nuts and try gauges again to see if settings have moved.

Timing the Nippers.—Set the lever that controls the opening and closing of the nippers so that they will open at $3\frac{1}{2}$ and close at $5\frac{1}{2}$ on the index gear. Do this by moving the cam on its sleeve and by the long adjusting screws.

Setting the Top Combs.—See that the tin strip that holds one set of needles, stands about $\frac{1}{8}''$ further down than the fixed needles. Turn combing machine until fluted segment is under top comb needles. Cam should be at its lowest point. Give top comb an angle of about 31 degrees and set it about $\frac{1}{16}''$ from the leather roll. Set dogs on top comb shaft so that all the combs will be lifted at the same time. Gauge combs so that they will stand about 20 gauge from segment. Set cam on end of combing machine so combs will be down when index gear is at No. 5.
Setting Doffers.—Put the doffers in place and set them about \( \frac{3}{4} \)" from the brushes. Do not have the doffer wire touch the brush; the waste will be nepped if it does. Set the doffer comb the same relation to the doffer as the doffer is to the brushes. Put the doffer covers on castings, setting them so that they are close to the "bite" of brush and half lap on cylinder, and high enough to throw the waste down. Set them close to the doffer on the back side.

Setting Lap Aprons.—Put in place the aprons that reach from the wooden corrugated lap rolls to the steel feed roll and see that the brush on the end of the apron strikes onto the steel feed roll. Have index wheel at 14\( \frac{1}{2} \) in making this setting.

Setting the Top Feed Rolls.—Put the feed roll in the bearings and adjust so that the top feed roll is parallel with the feed roll proper. Hook on the springs and give about the same tension as the springs on the nipper frames. Set the wooden corrugated lap rolls to the aprons and adjust the vertical lap fingers so that the lap will feed fair with the aprons.

Setting Lifters.—Put the leather detaching rolls in place. See that the flat side of brass bushings on end of these rolls bears against the lifter slides. Attach the roll weights to the stirrups and hang the stirrups in the bearings made for them in the brass bushings. Turn the combing machine until the segments come under the leather detaching roll. See that roll in lifter cam, under the sliver plate, is in the highest position. Loosen lifter quadrant and throw the lifter up till the No. 21 gauge will go between the brass bushings and the highest lifter slide. Then set all the other slides, individually, till they stand the same as the first one. Make them all secure and see that there is no chance for them to slip back.

Timing the Leather Detaching Rolls.—Place a slip of paper between the lifter slides and the brass bushings and adjust the time to rise and fall by turning the lifter cam on its sleeve, and by the long screws in the quadrant. Have the paper released at 6\( \frac{1}{2} \), and have the lifter return and tighten the paper again at 8\( \frac{1}{2} \) on the index gear. The rolls may be left in contact with the fluted segment until 9\( \frac{1}{2} \) without detriment.

Timing Detaching Rolls.—Adjust the large cam at the end of comber on its sleeve, so that the detaching roll will begin to move forward when No. 6 on the index gear stands opposite the pointer. The revolving motion being given to the leather detaching roll through contact with the steel roll, said steel roll should begin to revolve in the forward direction a little before the leather detaching roll reached the fluted segment, so that there could be no chance for a difference in the surface speeds of the rolls and the fluted segment.

Top Detaching Rolls.—This roll should simply be set parallel with the steel detaching roll and quite clear from the leather detaching roll. Set this roll the thickness of No. 15 gauge from the leather detaching roll.

Draft of Calender Rolls.—Two gears are placed on the cam shaft to drive the calenders, 20 tooth for regular work and 21 in case the sliver
in the conductors does not pick up readily, as in damp weather. Either is in position for convenient use. If these gears are changed, a corresponding change must be made in the gear on the back roll in the draw head. These gears run from 44 to 47 teeth and effect the take up of the sliver on the sliver plate.

**Recapitulation of Timing of Parts of Combing Machine.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parts</th>
<th>Timing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nippers open</td>
<td>3 (\frac{1}{2}) index gear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nippers close</td>
<td>9 (\frac{1}{4}) &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lifters down</td>
<td>6 (\frac{1}{4}) &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lifters up</td>
<td>8 (\frac{1}{4}) &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top combs down</td>
<td>5 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detaching roll moves forward</td>
<td>6 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feed roll moves forward</td>
<td>4 &quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The foregoing timings and settings are not of an arbitrary nature, but are merely intended as an aid to those whose experience with combing machines is of a limited nature. Experience with different grades of staple will suggest changes which may, with advantage, be adopted in preference to the rules given.

**Driving of the Comber.** —The driving of the machine will be seen on referring to Fig. 134, which is a diagram of the gearing of the comber shown in Figs. 115 and 116. The position of the feed roll in the diagram of gearing is wrong, but is so placed in order to make the diagram as clear as possible. It will be seen that the feed roll is in front of the cylinder when it should be behind the cylinder. Should the feed roll occupy the position shown in Fig. 134, the cotton lap being fed to the machine would not be acted upon by the cylinder. It must also be understood that the cotton does not touch the brush or doffer, as these parts are below the cylinder, and the cotton is above the cylinder.

Referring again to the diagram, we find that on the end opposite from the driving pulley, the driving shaft carries a gear (28) which through an intermediate gear (34) drives the gear (30) on the end of the brush shaft. On the driving shaft and next to the fast pulley is placed a balance wheel in order to prevent any vibration, as far as possible, due to the intermittent motions of the comber. On the same shaft is fixed a pinion (21) which gears into the 80 tooth gear on the cylinder shaft. This 80 gear is meshed with an 80 gear on the cam shaft, thus giving to the latter the same number of revolutions. Near the end of the cylinder shaft is placed a bevel gear (24), having another (24) bevel gearing into it on one side, which in turn drives a shaft with a gear (80) which meshes into a gear (43) on the end of the calender roll in front of the draw box. On the other side of the (24) bevel gear just mentioned, is meshed another bevel (24) on the end of a shaft, the other end of which has a single worm driving gear (32) on the end of the doffer shaft. On the extreme end of the cylinder shaft is the gear (60) which through a train
of gears drives the coiler calender roll. On the cylinder shaft near the 80 tooth gear is the disc, carrying the stud which drives the star wheel (5). On the same stud with the star wheel is the change gear (13 to 20), which through the gear (38) drives the feed roll. On the other end of the feed roll is the bevel gear (23) meshing into the bevel (22) on a shaft having the bevel (20) at the other end, which in turn through a train of gears drives the lap roll. On the stud with the notch wheel is the annular gear (138) which meshes into another gear (18) on the end of the steel detaching, i.e., drawing-off roll. The calender rolls in front of the drawing-off roll are driven through the gear (142) on the end of their shaft from the gear (21) on cam shaft. Another gear (20) is also placed on the cam shaft, and next to gear previously referred to, which can be substituted for the 21 gear in case the tension of the film requires it.

Calculations.—Draft: The total draft of a comber is distributed between eight different parts of the machine, the two principal drafts being between the feed roll and detaching, and between the rolls of the draw box. The other drafts are very small, being only a fraction over one, and are used for the purpose of keeping the lap and slivers taut in their passage through the machine.

The draft between the draft rolls is generally constant and is about 4. The draft between the feed roll and the detaching roll is generally about 5, but can be varied, the total draft of the machine varying between 20 and 30.

The total draft is the ratio between the surface speeds of the lap roll and the coiler roll of the coiler head.
The Draft Constant, with reference to diagram Fig. 134 is figured thus:

\[
\frac{2 \times 16 \times 16 \times 60 \times 5 \times 38 \times 22 \times 55 \times 47}{24 \times 16 \times 16 \times 69 \times 1 \times 1 \times 23 \times 20 \times 35} = 424.434.
\]

Draft Constant ÷ Gear = Draft.
Draft Constant ÷ Draft = Gear.

Example: We use a 20 tooth change gear on the comber, what draft will it produce?

\[424.434 \div 20 = 21.22\] draft.

Example: We wish to produce a draft of 25 on the comber, what draft change gear will it require?

\[424.434 \div 25 = 16.97 = 17\] gear.

The actual draft using 17 gear equals:

\[424.434 \div 17 = 24.97\] draft.

The amount of draft is regulated by certain requirements, viz:
A light lap can be more effectually treated than a heavy one, because of the fact that it is able to sink deeper amongst the needles of the combs, which makes the action of the latter more searching and the combing action more uniform. When a heavier lap is used, the top fibres of the portion of lap under operation do not get combed as thoroughly as those below, because in this instance the needles do not fully penetrate the lap, for which reason the weight of the lap should not exceed that which allows the comb needles to properly penetrate the lap close to the nip.

Making use of a large draft in order to increase the amount of combing does not signify that such would in all cases be beneficial, since excessive combing will have a deteriorating effect upon the sliver produced. The most suitable length of lap to feed, which of course decides what is the best draft, depends not only upon the degree to which nep must be absent from the sliver after combing, but also upon the character of the cotton.

If the operation of combing is employed principally for the extraction of short fibres, a low draft and a heavy lap will secure all that is desired, whereas when combing has also to extract any impurities yet in the cotton, a more moderate feed and draft should be used.

A sign which indicates that combing is performed satisfactorily is the absence of any nep, entangled fibres or impurities in the combed sliver. Whenever it is possible to increase the weight of the films at the
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combing heads without causing a deterioration in their appearance, and
without increasing the percentage of waste extracted, it is advisable to
do so. When the draft becomes lower than 26, or the feed more than
0.25 inches for each nip, we may consider that about the extreme limits
have been reached.

The production of a comber, depends upon several considerations,
viz., the working width of each head, the number of nips of the machine
per minute, the weight per yard of the combed sliver, and the time the
machine is operated. If the stock is neppy and the carding is defective,
the production will naturally suffer, because of the extra work required
of it.

The production of a comber is figured from the surface speed of the
coiler roll, the time run, and the weight per yard of the delivered sliver.
For example: What is the production of a comber for a day of 10 hours,
allowing 5% loss for stoppages, etc. of the machine, the speed of the
machine being 80 nips per minute, and the sliver weighing 50 grains per
yard.

The surface speed of the coiler roll equals:

\[
\frac{80 \times 60 \times 16 \times 16 \times 2'' \times 3.1416}{69 \times 16 \times 16 \times 36''} = 12.14 \text{ yards per minute.}
\]

Then multiply yards per minute with time run and weight per yard,
and divide product by 7000, the quotient being production expressed
in pounds =

\[
\frac{12.14 \times 570 \times 50}{7000} = 49.43 \text{ pounds per day.}
\]

The production, when combing Sea Island cotton for yarns, ranging
from 150's to 200's, should not exceed 200 pounds in 60 hours. The lap
fed to the machine in this case should weigh between 180 and 210 grains
per yard, care being taken to have enough body to the lap in order that
the nippers may hold it firmly.

When combing Egyptian 1½ inch staple for making yarns ranging
from 60's to 90's, a production of 420 pounds in 60 hours should be
obtained without deteriorating its quality. On Peelers, 1½ inch staple
a production of 325 pounds in 60 hours for spinning numbers from 50's
to 70's is considered satisfactory, owing to the character of the stock,
which is very neppy, and necessarily requires a lighter lap to be fed to
the machine.

The production of a comber may also be figured from the weight in
grains per yard of the lap fed, the number of nips per minute, the
amount or length of lap delivered per nip by the feed roll, the number of
heads in the machine, and the actual time the comber is run. This
method for calculating is seldom used as it is not as accurate as the
preceding method, owing to the varying percentages of waste taken out of the cotton, but in order to show how to proceed with the calculation, the following rule is given:

Multiply together the weight per yard of lap, the number of nips per minute, length of lap delivered per nip, the number of laps fed to the machine and the time the comber is run, the product thus obtained being divided by the inches per yard (36) and the grains per pound (7000).

The answer includes both the amount of combed fibres delivered and the amount of waste extracted in the process, so that in order to obtain the actual number of pounds of combed fibres delivered, we have to deduct from the answer the percentage of waste made. This percentage of waste made is ascertained by means of an experiment on the comber, which is carried out by stopping the machine, cleaning away all waste at the back of the machine, breaking the waste off evenly and close to the doffer combs. The combed sliver which is delivered from the block rollers in front of the draw box, must be also broken off at that point, because of the fact that all of the good sliver made during the experiment has to be weighed afterwards. The comber is then run for about 30 or 40 nips, the more the better (as a good average is thus obtained) but not for too many, as the detection of variation in short lengths of lap is not so easily accomplished. Get all of the sliver produced during the run made and all of the waste made, weigh each separately, afterwards adding the two weights together, and dividing the sum into the weight of waste. Then multiply result by 100 and the answer will be the percentage of waste made.

Suppose, for example, that in the time run, 384 grains of good sliver and 96 grains of waste, including that taken from all the heads, are produced, then we would have 384 grains + 96 grains = 480 grains, and

\[
\frac{96}{384} = 0.2, \text{ and}\]

\[
0.2 \times 100 = 20 \text{ per cent waste made.}
\]

In order to illustrate the rule given for production, we will use the following example:

What will be the production of a six head comber for a day of 10 hours, allowing 6% loss for stoppage, the comber making 80 nips per minute, the lap weighing 270 grains per yard, the feed roll delivering 0.24 inches per nip, and 20% waste being extracted?

\[
\frac{270 \times 80 \times 0.24 \times 6 \times 564}{36 \times 7000} = 69.608 \text{ pounds fed per day.}
\]

69.608 - 20% = 55.687 pounds production per day.

THE ALSATIAN COMBER.—The Alsatian Comber differs from the combers previously described, in that it is a single headed machine,
treating one lap of cotton. The principles of action of this comber are similar to those of the Heilmann comber as previously treated. The same preparatory machines (Silver and Ribbon lap machines) as used for making a lap for the Heilmann comber are also necessary for this comber, the chief difference in the laps made, being that they are much heavier than those prepared for the Heilmann machine.

In order to explain the principles of action of this comber, diagrams Fig. 135 and 136 are given, being sketches showing the positions of the important parts of the comb during its two principal operations.

Keyed on shaft $A$ are single arm $B$ and double arm $C C'$, the latter carrying a shaft $C''$, both arms combined constituting the upper portion of the "carriage." $D$ is the top nipper, being fixed on the arm $B$, while the arm $E$ (as forms the bottom of the carriage) carrying the bottom nipper $F$ is joined to the arm $C'$ by hinge $G$. The top nipper $D$ receives only one motion (oscillating motion), while the bottom nipper $F$ receives two distinct motions, viz.: an oscillating motion and a gripping motion. After this comes the combing operation of the circular comb and then an opening movement of the nipper $F$, in order to allow the detaching operation to take place.

The first mentioned movement is obtained by having the shaft $A$ actuated by a double cam, which gives the "carriage" an oscillation through an angle of $28$ degrees.

The bottom nipper $F$ is held by tension rods $I$ with springs $H$. In the combing position, indicated by the Fig. 135, the cotton coming from the feeding rollers $J J'$, and in turn passing a feeding carding roller $K$, is gripped between the two nippers $D$ and $F$ which present it to the circular comb $L$ for the combing action. During this operation, the top comb $M$ is of course out of working position, being situated above the top nipper $D$. When the last row of needles on the circular comb $L$ has passed through the fibres, the shaft $A$ of the carriage oscillates with the nippers $D$ and $F$ towards the pair of detaching rolls $N N'$. At a certain time during this oscillating motion of the carriage, the bottom nipper $F$, by means of a separate motion to be described later, ceases to press against the top nipper $D$, and thus begins the opening of the nippers, which is continued during the rest of the forward oscillation of the carriage. When the latter movement is finished (see Fig. 136) the combed head of the film lies on an endless leather apron $O$ as passed around fluted roller $N$, or more correctly speaking, on the tails of the previously detached film, being pressed between fluted roller $N'$ and the leather apron $O$. At the same time that the bottom nipper is released from its pressure against the top nipper, the top comb $M$ is made to descend quickly into and through the film of cotton under operation.

Three movements in the machine now begin simultaneously:

1. The detaching rolls $N N'$ begin to revolve, grasping the front ends of the fibres of the film of cotton, pulling them through the needles of the top comb $M$. 

(2) The feeding carding roller $K$ feeds the lap (see dotted line in Figs. 135 and 136) slowly forward towards the detaching rolls $N N'$, the length fed being about $\frac{1}{4}$ of an inch.

(3) The top comb $M$, whose needles then engage the film or lap of cotton under operation, simultaneously also makes a forward motion with the feeding of the lap previously referred to, the object of it being to avoid tangling of the fibres behind the needles; in other words, the top comb advances slowly with the film towards the detaching rolls $N N'$.

When the feeding of the lap has been sufficient, the top comb is as near as possible to the detaching rolls, but does not touch them. These
rolls then revolve a little more, in order to complete the detaching operation of the fibres, as gripped during the last feeding, from the lap.

The carriage then oscillates backwards and when it arrives at the point where, in the previous forward oscillation, the bottom nipper began to open, this latter begins to close, causing a pressure against the top nipper, thus gripping the lap again. When this backward oscillation is completed, the carriage then is again in the position for holding the lap into the path of the needles of the circular comb $L$.

During the backward oscillation of the carriage, the detaching rolls $N' N''$ revolve slightly in the reverse direction from delivering, in
order to return a certain length of the film as is necessary for the next attaching operation. During this backward motion of the rolls \( N \), the tail of the previously combed film is slightly pressed down against the feed apron \( O \) (by means of a rod to which a quick up and down motion is imparted) being placed in this position so that the head of the next combed portion of the film can be easily laid on the former, thus giving a perfect piecing. The feeding of the lap is done when the carriage is in its lowered position (Fig. 135) by means of a sufficient revolution of rollers \( J \) and \( J' \).

The running of the comber can thus be divided into two principal actions, each having a subordinate operation:

1. The combing of the head of the lap by the circular comb \( L \); to which is subordinate the feeding of the lap from its spool by the feed rolls \( J \) and \( J' \).

2. The detaching operation and the combing of the tails of the film by the top comb, and the feeding operation of the lap through the nippers \( D \) and \( F \); to which in turn again is subordinate the slight backward motion of the detaching rolls \( N \) and \( N' \).

**Extraction of Noils and Impurities from the Lap.**—The object of the comber is to comb, as perfectly as possible, the whole length of the fibres. Combing is done in two periods, the front end of the grasped fibres being combed by the needles of the circular comb, the other ends being drawn through the needles of the top comb. For instance, to comb cotton of \( \frac{14}{16} \) inch staple, we comb about \( \frac{2}{3} \) of an inch of the fibre with the circular comb, and the rest, about \( \frac{1}{8} \) of an inch, with the top comb.

It must be mentioned here that the top comb cleans more thoroughly than the circular comb, although the latter has a greater number of rows of needles (22 to 24), while the top comb has only, as a rule, one row of needles, or in some cases two. The reason for the more thorough cleaning action of the top comb is the fact that the tail of the detached film is pulled from the thick lap which is somewhat compressed, the impurities thus remaining in the lap being unable to pass along with the fibres as detached from the lap, owing to the friction set up between said impurities and the fibres of the lap. This cleaning action to the detaching fibres by the lap increases with the thickness of the lap under operation, from the fact that the detaching fibres are then surrounded with a greater number of fibres in the lap, with which the detached fibres leave their impurities. On account of the cone shape of the needles of the circular comb (which is necessary to allow them to comb through the lap), the open space at the point of the needles is greater than at the base. The fibres passing through the comb at the base of the needles are of course more effectively cleaned than such as pass through at the point of the needles, because in this instance, some fibres are placed just in the middle of the space, and are thus not touched by the needles of that row.

The next row of needles would possibly exert a better combing action on such fibres, and so on for the succeeding rows of needles, so
that in order to have the heads of the fibres thoroughly cleaned, it is essential to use a large number of rows of needles on the circular comb, and in order to clean the tails of the fibres, a thick lap to help the work of the top comb should be used.

To meet these conditions, 22 to 24 rows of needles are mounted on the circular comb, and the machine is fed with a lap weighing from 1200 to 2000 grains per yard, according to the grade of cotton used. Referring to the action of the circular comb before the parts have taken the position shown in Fig. 137 (which is a special diagram given to illustrate the production of noil by the top comb), this comb will take away all the fibres not grasped by the nippers \(D\) and \(F\), and which will have a length less than \(a\). The fibres combed by the circular comb are not well cleaned over their entire length, since the part close to the nippers is only combed by the points of the needles, and as mentioned before, on account of the cone shaped needles, they will not be so well cleaned; thus we may say that the cleanliness of the film as combed by the circular comb, decreases from the head to the gripping point of the nippers. Referring to Fig. 137, the detaching rolls \(N\ N'\) grip the combed fibres, and pull them through the top comb \(M\). The length of the shortest fibres contained in the detached film may be determined in the following manner:

The rolls \(N\ N'\) perform the detaching operation while the lap is fed forward, thus they can grasp at the end of the feeding operation, that is, a little before said rolls \(N\ N'\) stop, fibres which did not at first reach the gripping point \(d\). These fibres were at least long enough to be gripped by the nippers \(D\) and \(F\) before the detaching operation, because if they had been shorter, they would not have been gripped by the nippers and thus would have been taken away by the circular comb, and put into the noils.

If during detaching the lap is fed of the length \(b\) forward, the detaching rolls \(N\ N'\) can grasp at the last moment fibres of a length \(a-b\), because of the length \(b\) fed. The combed film then contains only fibres of a length \(a-b\), or longer. As the cleanliness of the fibres, combed by the circular comb, decreases from the head of the film to the gripping point of the nippers, it is clear that the top comb must descend as near as possible to the detaching rolls, because there will be a greater part of the film not sufficiently cleaned, behind the top comb, and which in turn will have to pass through the needles of the latter in order to get properly cleaned. If the top comb falls only a slight distance backwards more than is necessary, all the impurities which are included in this distance will go in the film and consequently injure it. Thus the degree of cleanliness of the film will increase with the distance between the nippers and the line \(f\) where the top comb descends into the film.

This distance \(e\) to \(f\) can also be represented by the distances \(a-(b+c)\). In this formula, \(a\) represents the distance between the gripping point of the nippers and detaching rolls, and is about \(\frac{1}{4}\) of an inch; \(b\) represents the length of the feeding, usually about \(\frac{1}{4}\) of an inch, and also
the distance moved by the top comb $M$ during the feeding (to avoid tangling behind its needles); $c$ is the lost space on account of the circular shape of the rolls $N N'$, which does not allow the top comb to get any nearer to the gripping point $d$. To decrease this space $c$ as much as possible, the rolls are made with the best material, so as to allow of minimum diameters, the bottom roll being about 1 inch while the top roll is about $\frac{3}{4}$ inch. The rolls receive a rather heavy pressure, and it is not advisable to reduce their diameters too much. However, a solution of the problem, which allows a small diameter, has been found by having the rolls fluted with big helicoidal grooves, that is, the flutes and grooves are not parallel with the rolls, but are placed on them spirally. The gripping of the rolls thus takes place successively from one end of the rolls to the other, and the flutes do not grip the combed film all at once.
over the whole width of the working space of the roll. This allows a good reduction of the weight on the fluted rollers, and a lessening of their diameters. The greater the distance $e$ to $f = a - (b + c)$ is, the cleaner will be the combed fibres, or we may say that the cleanliness will increase when $a$ increases, and also increase when $b$ and $c$ decrease. When required to produce more combed sliver by increasing the feeding $b$, but without affecting the cleanliness of the product, it is necessary to increase $a$ in a certain way, and to maintain $a - (b + c)$ at its same value.

It will be seen that if the feeding is augmented without changing the distance $a$, the comber will produce less noils, and hence the cleanliness of the fibres will decrease when the other parts remain in their same positions.

The following rule is the result, confirmed by practice:

A decrease in the distance, $a$, of $\frac{1}{4}$ of an inch decreases the percentage of noils the same amount that an increase of feeding of $\frac{1}{10}$ of an inch would. The best results, as to cleanliness of the fibres, are obtained by having the feeding as little as possible.

By reducing the feeding, production suffers, but to compensate for this loss, a very thick lap is used, as mentioned before. Of course, the thick lap can only be used when it is possible to comb the fibres progressively with a large number of rows of needles on the circular comb, as used in connection with this comber (22 to 24), since a large number of rows of needles with large spaces between them (the first rows having big needles to be able to properly start combing the fibres, while the succeeding rows are made of gradually finer needles to properly continue the operation), will clean the fibres very effectively.

The following tables will show two systems of fitting up the needle bars of the circular and top combs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rows of Needles</th>
<th>Needles per Inch</th>
<th>Number of Wire</th>
<th>Length of Needles in Inches</th>
<th>Combing portion of Needles in Inches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{4}$</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>12\frac{1}{2}</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{4}$</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{8}$</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{8}$</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-8</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{16}$</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{16}$</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-11</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{16}$</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12-13</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{16}$</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14-15</td>
<td>47\frac{1}{2}</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{16}$</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-17</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{16}$</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-19</td>
<td>62\frac{1}{2}</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{16}$</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-21-22</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{16}$</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Top Comb.       | 57\frac{1}{4}   | 27             | $\frac{1}{4}$               | 0.28                                |
TABLE No. 2. (Double row top comb.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rows of Needles</th>
<th>Needles per Inch</th>
<th>Number of Wire</th>
<th>Length of Needles in Inches</th>
<th>Combing portion of Needles in Inches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1–2</td>
<td>* 10</td>
<td>14 to 20</td>
<td>(\frac{1}{3})</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>* 12(\frac{1}{2})</td>
<td>14 to 20</td>
<td>(\frac{1}{3})</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4–5</td>
<td>* 15</td>
<td>14 to 20</td>
<td>(\frac{1}{3})</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>* 20</td>
<td>16 to 22</td>
<td>(\frac{1}{3})</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7–8</td>
<td>* 25</td>
<td>16 to 22</td>
<td>(\frac{1}{3})</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>* 30</td>
<td>18 to 24</td>
<td>1(\frac{1}{3})</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10–11</td>
<td>* 35</td>
<td>18 to 24</td>
<td>1(\frac{1}{3})</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12–13</td>
<td>* 40</td>
<td>20 to 26</td>
<td>1(\frac{1}{3})</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14–15</td>
<td>* 47(\frac{1}{2})</td>
<td>21 to 27</td>
<td>1(\frac{1}{3})</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16–17</td>
<td>* 55</td>
<td>22 to 28</td>
<td>1(\frac{1}{3})</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18–19</td>
<td>* 62(\frac{1}{2})</td>
<td>23 to 29</td>
<td>1(\frac{1}{3})</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20–21–22</td>
<td>↑ 75</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>1(\frac{1}{3})</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top Comb.</td>
<td>* 24</td>
<td>22 to 28</td>
<td>1(\frac{1}{3})</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>* 26</td>
<td>23 to 29</td>
<td>1(\frac{1}{3})</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* = Flat Needles. ↑ = Round Needles.

In the table No. 1, the round needles are referred to, however flat needles as given in table No. 2 are more frequently used, although they are more difficult to solder, but in turn last considerably longer.

To be able to fit up a large surface of the combing cylinder with rows of needles as required in the present comber, the fluted segment, as used in connection with previously described combers, is dispensed with, it being unnecessary in connection with the present comber, the detaching rolls \(N N'\) and the endless apron \(O\) in this case performing the attaching operation in conjunction with the oscillating motion of the carriage carrying the nippers.

On the forward oscillation of the carriage, as previously mentioned, the top comb comes into action. The lap, although thick, must be pierced through by the comb, so that no fibre can pass without being combed. There is little danger of taking the edges off of the needle points of the top comb by the latter falling too low, the comb falling at the beginning of the detaching operation right through the fibres, its points projecting slightly underneath said fibres, the comb during the detaching operation of the fibres going forward at the same rate as the feeding of the lap, the comb finally stopping very near the detaching rolls, but without touching them.

To prevent any possibility of the needles of the top comb from touching the endless apron \(O\), a thin steel plate \(Q\), as attached to a sheet iron piece \(P\), comes between the apron and the needle points. This plate draws back after the detaching operation and during the combing operation by the circular comb, it then rests under the bottom nipper \(P\). After the combing operation by the circular comb, this plate \(P\) moves
again forward and comes under the top comb, and during feeding the lap to rolls $N$ $N'$ follows the movement of the top comb. If the top comb did not go quite through the lap, the latter could not be made so thick, because the thicker the lap is, the more the top fibres will press upon the bottom ones, and a large quantity of fibres would then be detached without being combed.

Fig. 138 is a sectional view showing more in detail the construction of the feed carding roller $K$ and its action on the lap, top and bottom nippers $D$ and $F$ respectively, the sheet iron plate $P$ and its thin steel plate $Q$, the combing of the lap by the circular comb $L$, the top comb $M$, the detaching rolls $N$ $N'$, the endless apron $O$, a pressure roller $R$ to work in connection with the detaching mechanism. Top and bottom nippers as well as top comb are shown in their two extreme positions, in full black and in dotted outlines respectively.

The carriage is one of the most important parts of this comber, since it carries all of the feeding motions, the top comb as well as the sheet iron piece $P$, as situated under the nippers of the carriage. The method of oscillating the carriage, in order that the combed fibres may be attached to the previously combed fibres, is shown in Fig. 139, where the eccentric shaft $1$, carrying the two eccentrics 2 and 3, is driven from
the main shaft of the machine through gears at 95 revolutions per minute, which corresponds to the number of nips per minute of the comb. The shaft A, which is the pivot for the carriage to turn on, is also the centre for the three lever casting 4, 5, 6, which is fixed against a flange 7 by means of a bolt, and the centre for the lever 8 which is also loose on the shaft. The lever 4 of the three lever casting carries at its end a roller 9 which rolls on the eccentric 2, while lever 8 carries a roller 10 at its end, which in turn rolls on the eccentric 3, both rollers being kept in contact with their respective eccentrics by means of a spring 11, secured to lever 5 by a nut 12, and having its other end press against the lever 8 through a screw 13 which tends to stretch said spring. The two rollers 9 and 10 are always on opposite diameters of the eccentrics 2 and
3, as shown in the illustration, that is, 9 always rolls on the large diameter of 2, while 10 rolls on the small diameter of 3, and vice versa. In case the two levers 4 and 8 were made in one casting, the eccentrics would have to be set very accurately in order to prevent said levers from breaking, or causing too much lost motion and consequently one of the rollers leaves its eccentric, the proper motions to the carriage and feeding motions thus being destroyed.

By using the spring 11, the irregularities from the eccentrics can be taken up without hindering the motion of the carriage, the only thing necessary being that one of the eccentrics shall be perfectly true. Owing to the large number of oscillations per minute of the carriage, it is very important to have the pieces strong and set accurately. As was mentioned, the casting 4, 5, 6, which is loose on the shaft \( A \) is fixed to the flange 7, said flange being keyed to the shaft \( A \). The flange carries two wings 14 and 15 provided with set screws 16 and 17 respectively and which press against the lever 6, the flange 7 thus being actuated by said lever 6 and the shaft \( A \) in turn given a corresponding movement. The set screws 16 and 17 are used for setting the carriage in its proper working position.

The method of actuating the bottom nipper \( F \) for gripping the lap, in connection with the top nipper \( D \), is shown in Figs. 135 and 136. The top nipper is made concave at the gripping point (see also Fig. 138). The front point of the top nipper presses the lap as extending past the nipping point, into the circular comb \( L \), and at the same time helps to grip the cotton by having the lower nipper press the cotton up into the concave portion of the top nipper. It will thus be seen that the use of leather in connection with these nippers is dispensed with, but at the same time a firm and satisfactory grip on the cotton is obtained.

As mentioned previously, the arm \( B \) carrying the top nipper is fast to the carriage, while the arm \( E \) carrying the lower nipper is hinged at \( G \), and consequently when the nippers have to be opened to allow the cotton to pass through for combing, the bottom arm \( E \) is the one to be operated. On this bottom arm \( E \) are fixed brackets for holding the shaft \( I \), on which are secured two spring rods \( H \) (only one shown in illustration) one on each side of each fork link 2 which is \( \cap \) shaped, the rods passing through the bottoms 3 of the fork links respectively. The springs \( I \) on the rods \( H \) are strongly compressed by the nuts 4, the other ends of the springs pressing against the bottoms 3. The forked links 2 are pivoted at their upper ends in a groove 5 of the rigid lever 6, 7, 8, this lever being connected at 6 to the connecting rod 9–6, which is suspended from a stationary point 9. The shaft 7 is supported by an arm 10, which is rigidly connected with the levers \( B \) and oscillates with the carriage. The springs \( I \) in pressing on the parts 3 of the fork links 2, act to keep said forks steady in the groove 5 of the lever 6, 7, 8. As this lever is held by the connecting rod 9–6 suspended from the point 9, the pressure of the springs \( I \) act from bottom to top on the nuts 4 and transmits this pressure to the rods \( H \), which in turn transmit it to the
bottom arm $E$ by its connection with it, and thus the bottom nipper $F$ on the arm $E$ is pressed up into the top nipper $D$, and the cotton gripped between them.

The movement for opening the nippers, which takes place when the carriage oscillates towards the detaching rolls $N N'$, is made through the rod 11 which is placed about in the centre of the length of the shaft 1. The other end of the rod passes through the stud 12 situated on the end of the lever 7–8, so that it may turn, the rod 11 having a setting nut 13 situated a slight distance below the turning stud 12, in order to allow a little play between them when the nippers are closed. When the carriage oscillates towards the detaching rolls $N N'$, the parts take up the positions shown in Fig. 136. It will be seen that as 12 is situated farther from 7 than the pivot 5, it will pass through a larger space, and the play between the nut 13 and the stud 12 will soon disappear, and 12 will then produce a pressure on the nut 13, and through the rod 11 give the shaft 1 a pressure from top to bottom, which in turn causes the lower arm $E$ to move downward and disengage the lower nipper $F$ from the top nipper $D$, at the same time putting a new compression into the springs $I$. This is necessary in order to prevent the nippers from opening while detaching. When the carriage oscillates backwards, the lower nipper $F$ comes again towards the top nipper $D$, being the same position that the lower nipper $F$ occupied when it left the top nipper $D$ during the forward oscillation of the carriage. The play between the lever 8 and nut 13 gradually becomes larger, the lever rod 11 having become inactive as soon as the slightest space appears between them, and the pressure of the springs $I$ is again brought into use to keep the nippers closed. This pressure can be increased or decreased by the nuts 4 on the rods $H$, while the opening of the nippers during the detaching movement is regulated by the nuts 13, that is, by screwing the latter down the opening will be decreased and the nippers will open later, whereas by screwing them up the opening of the nippers will be wider and earlier than in the first case.

The setting of the opening of the nippers is very important for good working. The lap is fed by the toothed card roller $K$ which is mounted in bearings held by spring pressure. A trough $S$, situated behind the roller $K$, having spring pressure also, presses the lap against said card roller. In order that the nippers may have the correct opening, the lap must be able to go in a straight line from 9, where it leaves the card roller, to the gripping point $d$ of the detaching rolls $N N'$. This is necessary in order to prevent the fibres from touching the point of the bottom nipper $F$, which otherwise would render the detaching irregular, difficult and would increase the percentage of noils made. The nuts 13 on the rods 11 must therefore be set to give the proper opening. Of course, the nippers must not be opened too far or the bottom nipper $F$ go too low down, as in this instance the sliver would not be carried forward for proper piecing at the detaching rolls, and also it is possible that the springs holding the sheet iron piece, under the bottom nipper, would come in contact with the needles of the circular comb and thus
injure them. To have a good cleaning of the heads of the fibres, it is necessary to set the top nipper $D$ very near the point of the needles of the circular comb. This distance must be about $\frac{7}{8}$ of an inch and is set by means of a suitable screw, after unscrewing a bolt which secures $D$ to $B$. In order to press the heads of the fibres into the needles of the circular comb, the top nipper is fitted with a sinking brush (not shown) which should be near the needles but not touch them. Without this brush the top fibres would lift themselves up and consequently would not be combed by the circular comb. A proper setting of this brush increases the cleanliness of the fibres, but when it sinks too deeply into the fibres so that it touches the needles, the percentage of noils is considerably increased.

The circular comb $L$ is built very strongly on account of the hard work which it has to do, making 190 revolutions per minute or two revolutions for every detaching operation. The needles of the circular comb are soldered on iron bars $U$ which are driven into grooves of the comb cylinder, each of these bars being secured by three screws. The comb cylinder carries 3 discs, to which the iron bars, as carrying the needles, are fixed, the remainder of the cylinder being hollow to avoid a big weight. By taking off an outside plate $V$ situated opposite to the needles, it is then easy to unscrew the bars successively.

As was previously mentioned, the combed fibres are attached to the previously combed fibres which have been returned a short distance by the attaching motion, in order to make a proper piecing, the fibres which are returned being kept low, by a pulling down motion, and also kept against the endless apron $O$. As the backward delivery of the fibres and the detaching operation have the same parts for these operations, they will be explained before talking of the top comb and feeding motions, which come between the first mentioned operations in the cycle of combing. The top detaching roll $N'$ has a diameter about $\frac{7}{8}$ of an inch and is deeply fluted. The bottom detaching roll $N$ is about one inch in diameter, and carries the endless apron $O$, said roll being also deeply fluted, as clearly shown in connection with Fig. 138.

The object in having these rolls grooved is to produce a firm grip on the fibres with a diminished pressure on the top roll, since a heavy pressure on the roll would spoil the leather apron $O$, as the latter has to travel forward and backward for the attaching and detaching motions, and if the two motions were made with a heavy weight on the top roll, the leather would be pressed during the backward motion, a feature unnecessary, as there is then no gripping of the fibres required as is the case in the attaching on the forward movement. For this reason the machine is provided with a motion for lifting the pressure off of the top roll during the backward motion, which motion consists principally in a revolving cam actuating a lever which raises and lowers the weight at the proper time.

The rolls are actuated for the attaching motion by means of an eccentric which actuates a lever connected to an arm just above its
pivot, said arm carrying at its other end a toothed segment. This segment drives suitable pinions, and through a ratchet and pawl arrangement, when the toothed segment is driven by the eccentric and levers, gives a forward rotation to the endless leather apron O. As the segment comes back, it drives a pinion and the leather apron is rotated in the opposite direction, which motion then returns a short length of the combed fibres for the next piecing.

The detaching operation must take place, that is, the rolls must begin revolving, when the carriage has still a short distance to go forward, because the feeding takes place at the same time as the detaching, and a great number of fibres are consequently carried towards the gripping point of the detaching rolls. All of the fibres thus fed at the last moment, and whose tail ends have gone further than the gripping point of the nippers, but not quite long enough to be tightly caught by the detaching rolls at their front ends, will very likely be taken away by the circular comb at the next combing operation and carried into the rolls. In order to prevent this waste, it is necessary to make the detaching rolls revolve a little after the feeding has stopped, so that such fibres will be well grasped by the detaching rolls. However it is not a good practice to exaggerate this movement, because in that case it would be necessary to increase the backward motion of the rolls, which would tend to tear the leather apron O. The detaching is regulated by the eccentric previously referred to, and which may be set in any position desired.

The motion for pulling the tails of the combed film down on the endless apron O consists essentially in a blunt blade T, held by an arm on each end, and situated just in front of the detaching rolls, being connected through levers to a revolving cam from which it receives an upward and downward motion. The eccentric is shaped so that the blade goes down and remains stationary during detaching, and as soon as the carriage oscillates backward, ascends quickly so as to help in pulling the tails of the fibres out of the top comb. The blade may be set so that it will clear the leather apron, or it may be set lower, as the case demands. The two extreme positions of the blade are shown in connection with Fig. 140, being indicated by T and T' respectively.

The distance between the detaching rolls and the nippers, when the carriage oscillates to the rolls, is of great importance, as the cleanliness of the fibres and the per cent of noil depends considerably upon this setting. The setting is made by placing the detaching rolls up to the nippers and using the proper gauge between them. When set properly, the bracket carrying the bearings of the detaching rolls is bolted again to the frame of the machine. This bracket on the other end carries a pair of delivery rolls situated in front of the detaching rolls at the turning point of the endless apron, and also a roll for keeping the endless apron tight, but which may be released in case of a long stop of the machine.

From the delivery rolls just referred to, the combed film is passed through the usual trumpet and condensed into a sliver. After emerging
from the trumpet, the sliver is compressed by passing between a pair of calender rolls before entering the sliver can, in order to make the fibres in the sliver adhere more to each other and thus produce a stronger sliver.

The mechanism for actuating the top comb and feed carding roller is shown by means of Fig. 140, in which the parts are in the positions when these two motions are out of action, that is, during the combing of the lap by the circular comb. During the detaching operation, the top comb \( M \) is subjected to three different movements, viz:

1. Forward and backward motion with the carriage, 2. Descending motion to penetrate into the combed film, and 3. Following the feeding motion of the lap during detaching.

The first of these motions is made through the shaft \( A \) as follows: The top comb \( M \) is fixed on the two sides to the arms \( 1 \) and can be set parallel to the detaching rolls by changing the positions of the arms \( 1 \) in the slot after unscrewing the bolt \( 2 \). The arms \( 1 \) are fixed to the double arm \( 3, 4 \), which is centered at \( C'' \). \( C'' \) oscillates with the carriage, and thus the top comb \( M \) receives the same motion. The top comb is also joined to the shaft \( 6 \) through two connecting rods \( 7 \), each being joined separately to an arm \( 8 \). As these arms \( 8 \) are keyed on the shaft \( 6 \), they go with the motion of the top comb. The springs \( 9 \) help to bring the top comb down. The lever \( 10 \) has the same oscillations as the carriage, as it is all one piece with the arm \( 8 \) in Fig. 139. The lever \( 10 \), Fig. 140, is connected to the lever \( 11 \), the other end of which is connected to the lever \( 12 \) which is loose on the shaft \( 6 \). The arm \( 13 \) is keyed on shaft \( 6 \) and contains a screw \( 14 \) which rests on the top side of the lever \( 15 \), loose on the shaft \( 6 \). This shaft \( 6 \) thus carries two keyed arms \( 8, 13 \), and two loose ones \( 12, 15 \). On the outside of \( 15 \) is fixed a little stop \( 16 \), and centered on the pivot \( 17 \) on the lever \( 12 \), is the angle catch \( 18, 19 \), whose stop \( 20 \) presses against the piece \( 16 \), forced by the spring \( 21 \). These springs are screwed on the lever \( 15 \) and press against the arm \( 18 \) of the catch \( 18, 19 \). All of the parts are in the positions shown when the nippers are shut and the carriage is in its lowest position. If the carriage now oscillates towards the detaching rolls, the positions of the parts change in the following way: Through the levers \( 1, 3 \) having a centre at \( C'' \), the top comb \( M \) oscillates forward and slightly upward. The crank \( 10 \) is raised and hence lifts the levers \( 11, 12 \), also the pivot \( 17 \), and in turn the lever \( 18, 19 \), with its stop \( 20 \) which comes under the stop \( 16 \) and lifts the lever \( 15 \), which in turn transmits this motion to arm \( 13 \) through the screw \( 14 \), and thus to the shaft \( 6 \), which in turn lifts the top comb \( M \) slightly through the levers \( 12, 7 \).

The descending motion of the top comb now takes place, but the fall must not occur before the fibres are gripped by the detaching rolls and laid on the endless leather apron, or else it would push the heads of the fibres down and prevent them from being attached. If the top comb falls too late, or when the detaching operation is already begun, the tails of the fibres are not sufficiently cleaned. The fall of the top comb must
thus take place when the fibres have just been grasped by the detaching rolls, and which is produced by loosening the catch 20. Situated above the lever 18, when the detaching oscillation has been made, is the stud 22, fixed in a slot of the lever 23, the bottom end of said lever carrying a roller 24 which is pressed against the eccentric 25, which is circular except in the cut part $a-b$. As soon as the point $a$ of 25 comes in contact with 24, the stud 22 goes down, pressing on 18, and hence releases 20. Under
the action of the springs 9, the top comb now falls quickly until the under part of the lever 15 has come on the top part of the lever 12, which is maintained in that position by the pieces 11 and 10. The setting of the top comb for the correct height is made through the screw 14, which by tightening causes the comb to go lower down. Immediately after the loosening of the stop 20 and the fall of 16, the stud 22 ascends again when the roller 24 rolls on the part c–b of the cam 25, and remains stationary until the next fall of the top comb. As this fall must begin with the detaching operation, the only way to set the parts in proper timing is to turn the machine with the fly wheel until the detaching rolls are seen to begin revolving, then place the eccentric 23 in such a position, that the point a begins to give the fall to the comb. A change of the position of the comb in its slot would cause the comb to fall sooner or later, according to the direction in which it was moved.

Only the eccentric must give the fall to the top comb. The setting of the top comb towards the detaching rolls is made through the levers 4 and 26. If the comb is not in a good position, open screw 27 and alter the arm 4 until the proper position, parallel to the detaching rolls, is obtained. The same lever 3 which acts on the top comb to move it forward, also drives the feeding card roller K through proper connections. The joint 28 fixed to lever 3 carries the feeding rack 29. The spring 30 pulls the rack up against the set screw 31 of the stop 32 fixed to the carriage. During the combing operation, this screw 31 holds the rack 29 out of gear of the card roller gear 33. When the carriage is in the detaching position, the head of the screw 31 has left the rack 29, which then gears with 33 situated on the same shaft with the feeding card roller K.

The double arm 3, 26, is jointed to a lever by the curved arm 34 at 35, the upper end of said lever having a projecting rod which turns a ratchet wheel on the feed roller J when the carriage is in its lowest position with the nippers closed and gripping the cotton to be combed by the circular comb. The lower end of the lever carries a roller which is pressed against a cam on the same shaft with the cam 25. After the fall of the top comb, the cam causes the lever to move to the right, and thus put the projection at the top end in position to engage the ratchet on the feed roll J at the next oscillation of the lever to the left when the carriage is in its lowest position, as previously mentioned. At the same time of the oscillation of the lever to the right, the arm 3, through its connection with the lever, moves the top comb forward, and through the rack 29 turns the feeding carding roller K. These movements are stopped when the cam roller comes on the circular part of the cam, but the detaching rolls must revolve a fraction of a turn more in order to take any fibres which may have passed the nipping point of the nippers. The arrangement of the levers and roller controlling the feed card roller K allows its feeding to be changed without altering the setting of the top comb to the detaching rolls. The backward oscillation of the carriage, again alters the position of the top comb, and prepares it for the next fall.
on a forward oscillation of carriage. The descending mechanism has taken after this fall such a position that the stop 20 has moved to the left and its right surface rests against the stop 16. Now the shaft A drives 10, 11 and 12 down, and the stop 20 is also taken with the arm 19 centered on 12. However at the same time the centre C" oscillates backwardly with the levers 3 and 1 and the top comb M, so that the shaft 6 will turn a little to the left, followed by the lever 13 with the screw 14 which presses against 15. The projection on 15 then comes on the stud 22, which in turn holds the shaft 6 steady, while the lever 12 continues going down with the catch 18, 19 which carries the stop 20, so that said stop 20 then slides easily under 16, and is again ready to support the lever 15 carrying the stop 16, and the lever 13 carrying the screw 14, until the next falling operation of the top comb takes place.

The sheet iron piece P under the lower nipper F, shown in Figs. 135 and 136, has for its object to hold the fibres, while the top comb descends into them and compels the fibres to go through its needles and not underneath them. The thin steel blade Q fixed under the sheet iron piece, under the nipper, is used to protect the leather feed apron O (as previously mentioned) from the needles, if for instance, the top comb was set too low, and in which case, the needles would come in contact with the blades instead of sticking into the leather. In order that during the feeding and the detaching operations, the fibres should be forced to pass through the needles of the top comb, the sheet iron piece P must go forward with the feeding and top comb movements, in order to be always at the same distance, i.e., 1/18 inch from the points of the needles. To obtain this movement, the sheet iron is connected through levers to the operating parts of the feeding and top comb mechanisms. On the backward oscillation of the carriage, the sheet iron piece P comes away from under the lower nipper, which is necessary in order to allow the needles of the circular comb L to come close to the nipper for the next combing operation.

The cleaning off of the noils from the circular comb is done by means of a circular brush, revolving in contact with the needles of the circular comb, thus constantly cleaning them. The noils are stripped from the brush by having a doffer, which has its surface covered with card clothing, revolve in contact with said brush. The noils are then stripped from the doffer by means of a comb, in the form of a fleece, and may be wound on a roll by a suitable mechanism or dropped in any suitable receptacle. The connection between brush and doffer is constant and not influenced by any change of position of brush required to properly clean the comb.

The coiler arrangement for the combed sliver is driven from the driving shaft of the machine through a chain to a 26 tooth gear which is on the same stud with an 18 bevel gear, and this gear in turn drives a 24 bevel on the same stud with a 26 gear. This 26 gear through an intermediate, drives a 71 gear and a 73 mangle wheel. This mangle wheel has also 56 inside teeth which gear with the pinion of 34 teeth cast with the
plate wheel forming the base of the coiler. The shaft of the 34 pinion turns in a hole drilled in the 71 tooth gear out of the centre of its axis. As the 26 tooth pinion drives the 73 and 71 gears at the same time through an intermediate gear, these two gears consequently revolve separately and at different speeds, during which revolutions the 71 tooth gear drives the plate wheel round its own centre, due to the shaft being fitted into it. The 73 gear drives the plate wheel around its own centre through the mangle and other gears, and hence two movements for the plate wheel base of the coiler are obtained, i.e., a movement of the plate wheel round its own centre, and a planetary movement round the centre of the 71 tooth gear. This is necessary, because the sliver falls directly from the delivery rolls into the coiler, without passing through a revolving trumpet with sloping hole, as in the case with ordinary coilers.

**THE MONFORTS' COMBER.**—This comber is also known as the new German Comber and is built in this country by the Mason Machine Works. While for high counts the Heilmann Comber is recommended, the Monforts Comber certainly possesses advantages for medium and lower counts, chiefly amongst which are found a saving in cost of labor, floor space occupied by machine, as well as power required to operate it.

Fig. 141 is a cross sectional view of as much of this comber as is necessary to illustrate the operation of combing. Figs. 142, 143, 144, 145 and 146 are detail illustrations to show the positions assumed at the various stages of the combing operation by the detaching rolls, carrying-forward rolls, and the receiving and drawing rolls.

With reference to Fig. 141, the lap A as is made on the usual Sliver and Ribbon Lap Machines, similar to those in use with the "Heilmann" system of combing except that the laps are of a slightly greater width and slightly increased in weight per yard, is placed upon and unwound by the motion of the fluted wooden lap rolls B, which are given a continuous and uniform speed, as compared with the intermittent motion given to the similar rolls by the feed mechanism of the Heilmann Comber. The lap, as fast as it is unwound, is fed down the guide plate C into the bite of the metallic top and bottom rolls D and E. This pair of rolls, which constitutes the detaching device of the machine, serve to detach the tuft about to be combed from the body of the fleece, or lap, and operate as follows:

By suitable mechanism, the rolls D and E are rotated in a forward direction until a certain length of lap (which is determined by the length of staple to be combed) has been fed in. When this has been accomplished, the rear pair of rolls D are given a backward motion, while the rolls E still continue to revolve in a forward direction. The body of the lap between the rolls D is thereby drawn back or detached from the tuft between the rolls E.

The tuft of fibres is now carried forward by the continued revolution of the rolls E and thrust between the jaws of the rear nippers F, which are opened to receive it. At this instant, the front detaching roll E ceases its revolution, and the upper jaw of the nipper mechanism F descends
and firmly holds the tuft to be combed between its jaws. Working in conjunction with, but independent of the nipper mechanism, is the depressing brush $G$, the object of which is to depress the protruding ends of the tuft about to be combed, so that they will be directly in the path of the rows of combing needles mounted on the combing cylinder $H$.

After the needles have performed the operation of combing out the short fibres, the continued revolution of the combing cylinder brings into position that portion of itself which has no needles, and may be termed the carrying-forward portion. The instant that this carrying-forward portion passes under the ends of the already combed fibres, the upper jaw of the rear nipper $F$ raises or opens, and, at the same time, a pair of bearing rolls $I$, which have heretofore been kept raised out of the way of the combing needles by an eccentric motion, are allowed to lower, until they rest upon the ends of the combed tuft, when, by a revolving motion given them by contact with the fluted portion of the combing cylinder $H$, they carry forward the tuft, and convey it between a pair of nippers $J$, which are now open and are situated in front of the paths of the combing needles and fluted section of the combing cylinder $H$, and onward to a pair of receiving rolls marked $K$. The rotation of the rolls $K$ moves the tuft forward until the uncombed portion remains within reach of the combing needles or the combing cylinder $H$. When this has been accomplished, the receiving rolls $K$ are stopped, and the upper jaw of the front nipper $J$ descends and firmly holds the tuft, while the combing needles comb out the short staple and noil left in the rear or uncombed ends of the tuft.

In this way it will be seen that the combing of both ends of the fibre is performed in the same manner, and with the same needles, without the introduction of the top comb, which in all other machines is allowed to drop in the midst of the tuft, and the fibres dragged through it.

By repeating the operation described, it will be seen that there is formed at the receiving rolls $K$ a scaly fleece, i.e., the ends of one tuft overlapping the ends of those preceding it, which is gradually moved onward towards a pair of drawing rolls $L$, by the step by step rotation of the receiving rolls $K$.

The drawing rolls $L$ rotate simultaneously with, but at a greater peripheral velocity than the receiving rolls $K$, and they, therefore, produce a drawing action whereby the thick scaly fleece is converted into a thin uniform fleece or web.

After passing from the drawing rolls $L$, the web is delivered into the pan $M$, gathered into the trumpet $N$, and passed between a pair of condensing calender rolls $O$, turned at right angles around the guide post $P$ onto the sliver table $Q$, and led up to a draw box with three sets of drawing rolls and then delivered to the coiler precisely as is done in the Helmann machine previously described. The can of combed sliver is now ready for the subsequent processes of the drawing frame.

The waste combed out by the needles on the combing cylinder $H$ is removed by the revolving brush $R$, and is in turn deposited upon the
waste doffer \( S \), combed from the doffer by the comb \( T \), and allowed to fall into suitable receptacles placed at the back of the machine for the purpose, or it may be wound upon a spindle or waste roll if preferred. The upper jaws of the back and front nipper \( F \) and \( J \) are operated by suitable cams placed upon a shaft, which transmit their motion through the arms \( U \) and \( W \) and their connections \( V \) and \( X \) to the upper jaw arms \( Y \) and \( Z \), to which the upper jaws of the nippers are attached.

With reference to diagrams Figs. 142, 143, 144, 145 and 146 the curved arrows denote the motion of each moving part, the radial arrows indicating that the roll in question is for the time stationary.

Let it be clearly understood that the combing cylinder \( H \) is constantly revolving in the direction shown by the curved arrows.

In Fig. 141 the rear portion of the needles on the combing cylinder \( H \) is shown finishing combing the front end of the tuft of cotton presented to it by the rear nippers \( F \), the rear end of the preceding tuft of cotton being simultaneously begun upon by the front portion of the needles on the combing cylinder \( H \); the front ends of said tuft being held by the front nippers \( J \), and the rear detaching rolls \( D \) are beginning to rotate, to bring forward a new supply of lap, the front detaching rolls \( E \) being at the time stationary. The rear nippers \( F \) are closed and the bearing rolls \( I \) are raised out of the path of the combing needles on \( H \). The front nippers \( J \) are closing, the receiving rolls \( K \) and drawing rolls \( L \) are stationary.

Fig. 142 represents the position assumed during the next step in the combing process. The last portion of the needles on the combing cylinder \( H \) has then passed by the nose of the front nippers \( J \), and the fluted portion of the combing cylinder \( H \) is beginning to move under the bearing rolls \( I \). The rear detaching rolls \( D \) are still revolving in a forward direction, and have, therefore, advanced the lap until it is near the front detaching rolls \( E \), which are just commencing to rotate so as to carry the new tuft to be combed onwards to the nippers \( F \), which are just beginning to open. The bearing rolls \( I \) are now beginning to descend, in order to carry forward the tuft, the front ends of which have already been combed. The combing of the rear ends of the preceding tuft is now completed. The front nippers \( J \), the receiving rolls \( K \), and the drawing rolls \( L \) still retain the positions unaltered, as shown in Fig. 141.

Fig. 143 illustrates the next step in the combing process. It will be seen that the continued revolution of the combing cylinder \( H \) has now brought the front edge of the fluted portion to the nose of the front nippers \( J \). The rear detaching rolls \( D \) have now reversed their motion, and thus completed the detaching from the lap of another tuft of cotton, the tuft being carried along by continued forward revolution of the front detaching rolls \( E \), which revolution pushes the new tuft between the jaws of the now fully opened rear nippers \( F \). The needles on the combing cylinder are now entirely out of reach of the new tuft. The bearing rolls \( I \) have now entirely descended upon the fluted portion of the combing cylinder \( H \), and are together carrying forward the preceding tuft, which,
so far, has been combed on one end only, and are about to convey it between the open jaws of the front nippers $J$. The receiving rolls $K$ and the draft rolls $L$ have commenced to rotate, carrying with them the previously combed fibres.

Fig. 144 illustrates the still farther continued rotation of the combing cylinder $H$. The first row of needles on the combing cylinder $H$ is just entering the freshly introduced tuft last detached from the lap, which is held by the closed jaws of the rear nippers $F$. The front detaching rollers $E$ have completed their partial revolution, and the rear detaching rollers $D$ have finished their rearward rotation and are now stationary. The bearing rolls $I$ are raised out of the path of the oncoming needles, the front nippers $J$ are closing, and the receiving rolls $K$ and the draft rolls $L$ have just terminated their rotation.
When the parts assume the position shown in Fig. 145, the combing of the front end of the new tuft is being accomplished by the needles on the combing cylinder $H$, and simultaneously the front rows of the needles are about to begin combing the rear ends of the preceding tuft, which have not, as yet, been combed, and which are now held between the jaws of the front nippers $J$. The bearing rolls are still held up out of the path of the passing combing needles and the rear detaching rolls $D$, the front detaching rolls $E$, the receiving rolls $K$, and the draft rolls $L$ being stationary.

The continued revolution of the combing cylinder $H$ will cause the parts to resume then the positions shown in Fig. 141.

**THE NASMITH COMBER.**—The general principle of this machine is closely related to that of the Alsatian Comber, as previously explained, the chief point of similarity being that the feed roll, nippers and top comb are carried on a swinging frame, which is used in connection with the attaching operation. The various methods of obtaining the different operations of the several mechanisms on the machine, vary from those on the Alsatian Comber and are best explained by means of the accompanying illustration Fig. 147, which is a cross sectional view through the machine, showing the positions that the parts occupy when the swinging frame is stationary and at its greatest distance from the detaching rolls. The different mechanisms on the machine will be taken up in regular order for clearness as to the working of the machine.

**The Nipper Frame and Plates.**—The nipper frame 1, of which there is one at either end of the head, the two forming a pair, is pivoted on a fixed stud 2, and on which it oscillates, said stud being carried on the framing of the machine. These nipper frames receive an oscillating motion from an eccentric through a lever 3 and connecting rod 4, proper slots being provided in the frame for setting the stud 5 so as to vary the movement of the frame when desired. The bottom nipper plate 6, which is adjustable in a horizontal direction, is secured to the swing frame 1, by being carried by a bridge 7, which is screwed to said frame. Cast on the swing frame 1 and near each end of the bridge 7 is an arm 8, carrying a stud 9, on which are pivoted the movable arms 10, which are united by being cast together with the transverse bar 11, to which is screwed the top nipper plate 12. The whole nipper can be adjusted to the proper distance from the needles by a set screw 13. The lower extremities of these nipper arms carry rollers 14 and projections onto which are hooked the springs 15, whose outer ends pivot on arms of the bracket 16 as bolted to the back bar, the lower part of said bracket 16 having an inclined face 17 against which the roller 14 rests when being oscillated with the swing frame 1, and is thus forced to deviate from its arc, which action, through the pivot 9, opens the top nipper. Bracket 16 is adjustable in the vertical direction, and consequently the time when the nipper commences to open can be regulated. The path of the nipper in its passage from the combing position shown in the illustration,
to the detaching rollers is almost a direct line and departs as little as possible from the periphery of the combing cylinder 18, whose smooth surface, a little beyond the last row of needles, rises as high or even a little higher than the points of the needles, so that it supports the projecting tuft in revolving rapidly below it, and immediately the nipper opens, helps to direct the tips of the fibres of the tuft exactly to the nip of the detaching roller 19 and 20 on the one hand, while it also strokes the tail ends of the returned fibres gently below the bottom detaching roller 19. By thus keeping the path of the nipper close to the periphery of the cylinder an absolutely perfect piecing may be made from the simple motions of the nipper, cylinder, and detaching rollers combined.

*The Feed Roller.*—The feed roll 21 is carried by one end of a lever 22 as pivoted at 23, the other end of said lever 22 being spring controlled to keep the feed roll against the plate 6. The lever 22 can be adjusted in a horizontal slot, so that the distance of the roller from the top nipper plate 12 (and consequently from the nipping point of the detaching rollers 19 and 20 during the separation) can be regulated to suit the
length of the fibres to be combed. The easy adjustment of this distance is of great importance, as it effects the quantity of waste made, and the distance of the feed roller from the detaching roller, when at the nearest point, must only slightly exceed the length of the longest fibres. Fixed on the end of the feed roller 21 is a ratchet wheel 24 with fine teeth, and freely pivoted on the boss of this wheel is a lever 25, slotted for the greater part of its length and carrying the pawl 26. The pawl actuates the ratchet by having a vertical rod 27 fixed to the framing of the machine, and on which rod is an adjustable pin 28 to engage in the slot of the lever 25, and as the swing frame moves toward the nip of the detaching roller, said pin, prevents the forward movement of the lever at the point where it engages in the slot and thus causes the pawl to turn the ratchet. The vertical distance of the pin from the feed roller determines the number of teeth taken at one oscillation, and the position of the vertical rod 27 in relation to the arc of oscillation of the feed roller is such that the feed is greater the nearer the feed roller moves towards the detaching rollers. The detaching rollers 19 and 20 draw their supply principally from the bodily advance of the tuft projecting from the nippers, but they also obtain a supply due to the turning of the feed roller while said detaching rollers are turning forward. The feed roller is not brought up to a position in front of the detaching rollers and allowed to dwell there, only turning a little while the detaching rollers are drawing their supply, but it is carried bodily forward directly toward the nip of the detaching rollers, while at the same time it continues its feed by a partial revolution. There is, therefore, during the time the detaching rollers are turning forward, a double supply fed, due to the continued revolution and bodily advance of the feed roller.

The Top Comb.—The top comb 29 is carried on the transverse bar 30, bolted at either end to a top comb arm 31, as pivoted on the stud 32, fixed to the frame 1. The transverse bar 30 can be adjusted horizontally on the arm 31, and the angle may also be varied within the necessary limits. The arm 31 carries at its outer end a roller 33 which runs during a part of the oscillation on a guide plate 34, being held against said plate by means of a spring 35. Cast on the arm 31 is a projection 36, carrying a stop screw (not shown), which at the desired moment during the forward movement of the nipper, comes against the frame 1, causing the roller 33 to leave the incline 34, arresting its further descent, so that for the remainder of the oscillation, the top comb point follows a path parallel with that of the nipper. This permits the movement and depth of penetration of the comb to be regulated. The comb will penetrate the fleece gradually and sufficiently without descending too near the cylinder, owing to the fact that the fleece rises as it is drawn straight between the nip of the feed roller and detaching rollers, which straight line is considerably above the path of the nipper, being highest when the nipper is closest to the detaching rollers, owing to the roller 20 rolling on the top of 19 and to the rise of the feed roller and nipper as they approach said rolls. The position of the top comb pivot 32 with relation to the
points of the needles is such that the top comb does not fall in a direction parallel to the top nipper plate, but in a direction which approaches nearer to the nipper plate the lower the comb falls, and which approach may be increased by providing a slot in the frame 1 and the top comb arm 31, for the pivot 32. With this arrangement the comb may be caused to enter the tuft well in advance of the front of the nipper and still to be close to the nipper when the latter arrives near the detaching rollers, thus insuring that no part of the tuft shall escape being combed and still no room be lost, the nipper not being prevented by the top comb from approaching as near as required to the detaching rollers.

The Detaching Mechanism.—This motion consists of the two rolls 19 and 20 as previously referred to, and also the rolls 37 and 38. The fluted steel rollers 19 and 37 turn in stationary bearings; 38 is also a metal fluted roller resting on roll 36, by its own weight and in stationary guides. The detaching roller 20 is covered with cloth and leather, and receives a special rolling motion over the top of the roller 19, being always in contact with said roller 19. This roll is caused to move from a position slightly in front of an imaginary line drawn vertically through the centre of the roller 19 to one slightly behind that line and back again, by means of an eccentric 39 which imparts to the lever 40, fixed on a shaft 41, a rocking motion, which is imparted to the other end carrying a stud 42, on which pivots freely the lever 43, and consequently oscillates with the stud 42. The roll 20 being held by the arm 43 is kept in contact with roll 19 by having a chain attached to the lower end of said arm 43 with a weight hanging from it. The object of the movement of the roller 20 is threefold. First, it is rolled to the back of the roller 19 so that when the latter turns backward to deliver its tuft for piecing, the tips of the fibres thus delivered shall be projected against the revolving cylinder 18 and be stroked underneath the roller 19. Secondly, while in this position or thereabout, it may seize the fibres projecting from the nippers at the earliest possible moment. Thirdly, it is then withdrawn to the front of the roller 19 to permit as close an approach of the top comb and nipper to the nip of the detaching rollers as possible. In order to draw away the fibres as gripped by these rolls, it becomes necessary to greatly increase the forward motion of said rollers. The method of operating the rolls is similar to that explained for the Heilmann Comber, and need not be discussed further.

The Operation of the Machine will be best understood by following the different movements through one complete cycle of operations. In the illustration, the nippers are shown closed and at the point where the forward motion toward the detaching rollers begins. At this time the fine needles composing the rear rows of the cylinder needles are passing through the tuft of cotton projecting from the nippers. After the rows of needles have passed the fibres, the smooth part of the cylinder comes under and supports the projecting fibres, which are already advancing with the nipper, and by the motion of said cylinder, keeps the fibres stroked out toward the detaching roller. The fibres, owing to their
elasticity, will not lie close to the cylinder, but are pointed slightly upward, and immediately that the nipper is opened, they rise still higher, pointing directly toward the nip of the detaching rollers. The opening of the nipper is caused to happen just before the tips of the fibres touch those which have been partially returned by the detaching rolls and stroked by the cylinder around the roll 19. The moment the tips of the fibres touch the fibres on the roller 19 (or an instant before) the rollers 19 and 20 begin to turn forward and the projecting fibres are instantly seized and drawn straight, coming against the points of the top comb needles, which are descending to meet them. The nipper, feed roller, and top comb continue their forward motion directly toward the nip of the detaching rollers as long as the latter turn forward, while at the same time the feed roller continues to feed the lap as long as it moves toward the detaching rollers and the top comb continues to penetrate deeper into the lap as it advances, partly owing to its further fall on the incline plate till arrested by the set screw, and partly owing to the rise of the fibres due to the motions of the nipper and the detaching rollers in the detaching mechanism. The forward oscillation of the nipper and other parts improves the feed and prevents pulling apart of the lap. The nipper having arrived at the forward extremity of its path instantly commences to return, and a brief instant afterwards the rollers 19 and 20 cease to turn forward, the latter having also arrived at its extreme forward position, and, holding the fibres firmly between them draw them out through the top comb, from the retiring tuft of lap as projecting from the nippers, thus making a clean separation. When the separation is completed, the top comb rises, and in doing so also moves a little away from the nipper, owing to the position of the top comb pivot 32. This movement is not enough to leave any fibres in the front of the top comb, but is sufficient to draw backward the seeds, neps, etc., engaged therein, so that the comb remains automatically clean. The closing of the nipper finally throws the fibres out of the comb and into the first rows of coarse needles on the cylinder, which are now meeting the retiring nippers, so that the tuft is thrown well into them by the motion, which, however, ceases before the fine needles on the cylinder reach the fibres. Before the fine needles have passed through the tuft, the forward motion of the frame carrying the nipper has again commenced, so that it is moving with the cylinder, preventing the fine needles from roughly tearing the fibres and weakening the yarn to be spun from them. The cycle of operations continues to repeat itself as long as material is supplied and machine kept in motion.
DRAWING.

The cotton, after having passed through the carding or combing process, as the case may be, is next subjected to the process of drawing. Although the process of drawing is very simple in comparison with the other processes in the manufacture of yarn, yet it is one of the most important in the production of perfect yarn. The machine for doing the work is known as the Drawing Frame, a perspective view of which is given in Fig. 148.

![Fig. 148.]

Broadly speaking, there are, in every process through which the cotton passes, two objects that are aimed at, the first one being to carry the cotton under operation a step further toward the final product in the
process of manufacture, the second being to eliminate as far as possible all defects which are in the cotton, after said cotton has passed through the preceding processes.

With reference to the carded sliver, the main defects to be corrected, are the more or less tangled condition of the fibres composing the sliver, which is due to the manner in which the cotton is taken from the cylinder by the doffer, but which is necessary in that machine in order to give the sliver enough strength to be properly delivered from it, and the unevenness of the sliver produced which is unavoidable, owing to the unevenness of the scutch lap which is fed to the card. The cotton after being carded by cylinder and flats is then condensed on the doffer, for the reason that the cylinder has a circumferential speed of over 2000 feet per minute, while the doffer has only a circumferential speed of less than 100 feet per minute, or in other words, the doffer has to take on its surface about 20 times the amount of cotton as is on the same surface of the cylinder, a feature which cannot help but cross and overlap individual fibres in the film of cotton as stripped from the doffer by the stripping comb, the latter process still further disarranging the former parallel condition of the fibres, which thus are delivered from the card in the shape of a sliver of more or less crossed and disarranged fibres. However, this sliver has a great advantage in the fact that the fibres composing it are not entangled with one another, since in the previous process of carding they have been separated, and consequently will readily assume a straightened and paralleled position if the sliver be pulled slightly end ways.

In the case of the sliver as made on the comber, the fibres composing it have by that process been set almost parallel, so that the principal defect to remedy at drawing, is the more or less unevenness in the slivers.

The tangled fibres in the carded sliver, which cross each other in all directions, are in the process of drawing placed into approximately parallel order by means of the drawing rolls in the machine, the method employed being to have each succeeding pair of rolls toward the front of the machine, revolve at an increased speed over that pair of rolls which is just back of it, this procedure producing what is technically known as *draft*, the sliver thus being drawn out and the fibres in this manner being laid straight and parallel.

The distance between the individual pairs of rolls must be somewhat over the length of staple under operation, since otherwise the cotton would suffer, resulting in a weak yarn. The distance to set these rolls differs with the speed of the machine, for example, in the case of a high speed as compared with a low one, a wider space will have to be allowed, since otherwise the pull of the front rolls coming so rapidly on the fibres, almost before they leave the back rolls, will tend to break them, or more likely pull the fibres through in a lump, i. e., without drawing them. The same would also occur in connection with a heavier weight of sliver, and when by gripping such a mass of cotton at
such close quarters, the tendency would be to break the fibres, although impossible, owing to their number, and which then will result in the fibres being pulled through the rolls in tufts instead of an even layer.

The sliver is worked into a more even and uniform condition by the system of doubling slivers at the back of the drawing frame, which slivers are then fed to the drawing rolls and after passing them are condensed into one sliver at the front of the machine, this principle of doubling being identical with doubling laps in the scutcher or slivers in the sliver lap machine; that is, by combining several of the slivers into one sliver they have a tendency to equalize any defect in the evenness of individual slivers, from the fact that thin places in one sliver come opposite thick places of another sliver, to a more or less degree, and thus tend to produce a more uniform final sliver. This principle of doubling, which makes a more uniform sliver, is best proved by the practical result obtained on the machine.

The drawing frame generally consists of four, six or eight deliveries, each delivery consisting of the drawing rolls and the coiler head arrangement which condenses the six or eight slivers, which were fed to the machine into one sliver and delivers it into the can. A number of deliveries (generally six) makes up a head, there being several heads in the machine.

The slivers fed to the machines are referred to as "ends," and the machine is described as having 6 or 8 "ends up." A machine of 6 deliveries with 6 "ends up" for each delivery will take its stock from 36 cans of carded or combed sliver, as the case may be, and deliver "drawn sliver" into 6 cans.

Drawing frames, like all other textile machinery, are known as right or left hand machines, the "hand," as indicating the position of driving pulley of a drawing frame, being determined by standing in front of the machine where slivers are delivered and noting position of driving pulley on front roll. If it is on the right, it is a right hand frame, if it is on the left, it is a left hand frame. The number of processes of drawing which the slivers undergo varies from two to four, the most general number being 3, the latter being known as "three process drawing," indicating that the sliver has been drawn and delivered three times. When using two or four processes of drawing, it is termed respectively "two" or "four process" drawing.

Weak yarn may be caused by having the cotton overdrawn, as in that case the fibres composing the sliver are strained until their natural convolutions are destroyed to such an extent that the fibres will become brittle, and slide over instead of interlocking with each other in case the thread is subjected to a strain. When the cotton under operation is soft and the numbers to be spun from it do not exceed 32's, two processes of drawing, doubling eight ends in each delivery, which is equal to a total of sixty-four doublings, will often be found to produce satisfactory work. When three process drawing is used, six doublings for each process are made, giving a total of 216 doublings in the complete drawing
process. Four process drawing is very rarely used, except when working a long stapled cotton, as Sea Island. If more than a total of 216 doublings is required, either eight doublings are made on one delivery, with six on the other two (= 288 doublings), or if desired, eight can be made on each delivery, thus giving a total of 512 doublings. From this it will be seen that short stapled cotton does not require as much drawing as long stapled, for the reason that the short fibres are less liable to double up and become as tangled in carding, as in the case with the long fibres. The proper setting of the drawing rolls in the frame for the different lengths of staple is very important, and neglect in this particular will effect seriously the proper running of the machine. The sliver from the last process of drawing should have a silky lustre, and the fibres composing it should be perfectly parallel with the length of the sliver produced. The waste which is made in the operation of drawing is very small, and any excess of waste made there can be traced to the negligence of the operator or to a fault in the machine.

In the description of the working of the machine which will be given, only one delivery will be dealt with, as the various deliveries in the frame are all duplications, and what is said of one applies to all deliveries in the machines.

A cross section of the working parts of a delivery (referring to the drawing frame as built by the Saco and Pette Machine Shops) is given in Fig. 149, showing clearly the course of the cotton slivers through the machine and the relation of the different parts to each other.

The machines for the first process are placed as near as is convenient to the delivery ends of the cards, or where combers are used, near their delivery ends, and the cans which are filled from them are placed at the back of drawing frames, and six or eight slivers, as the case may be, are passed up through guides A at the back of each delivery, passing between a pair of single preventer or tension rolls B and then over the spoons C, each sliver passing through a separate spoon, over a guide A' to prevent the sliver from sagging, to the back pair D of the drawing rolls. From there the slivers pass, side by side, through the three succeeding pairs of drawing rolls E, F and G respectively. Between the pairs of rolls D and E, there is a small draft given to the slivers, between the pairs of rolls E and F the draft given to the slivers is slightly increased, the same being considerably further increased between the pairs of rolls F and G; the total draft between the four pairs of rolls being equal to about 6 when doubling six slivers, and about 8 when eight slivers are doubled, as is the case in some instances. This will give practically the same weight to the sliver from each delivery as that of a card or comber sliver as fed to the machine. On emerging from the front pair of drawing rolls G, the drawn slivers are passed to the trumpet H in front of the machine and finally condensed into a single sliver, passing in turn downwards between the calendar rolls I to the coiler head J, which coils it into the can K. This can, on being filled with sliver from the first process of drawing, is taken to the back of the second process drawing frame, together with other
similarly filled cans, and fed to said machine. In the same manner the full cans from the delivery end of the second process drawing frame are placed at the back of the third process drawing frame and in turn fed to this machine. Theoretically one set of drawing frames could be used by passing the sliver through the same machine three times, but from a practical standpoint it would not work.

Two methods of positioning the frames for the three processes of drawing are in use, known respectively as “Straight” and “Crossed” arrangement. The straight arrangement is shown by means of Fig. 150 in a plan view. A, B and C respectively indicate the three frames called for. a refers to the respective cans as placed at the back of each delivery. In the present instance we have shown the cans placed four rows deep as is customary when using 12″ cans. In connection with 10″ cans they may be set three rows deep in order to make feeding handle. b indicates the coilers in front of each delivery. The arrow D indicates the direction of the passage of the cotton through this 3-process system of drawing. In case only 2-process drawing is used, frame C is omitted, whereas in a 4-process system an additional frame is added. The crossed arrangement is shown in Fig. 151, the letters of reference being selected to correspond to those in Fig. 150 in order to more readily explain the difference between the two arrangements, the frames being set end to end, fronting first one side and then the other. This method of setting drawing frames is also known as the “Zig-zag” setting, it being used in smaller mills where the floor space available is suitable for it.

Referring again to Fig. 149 we find that the guides A, at the back of each delivery, through which the slivers pass in their travel to the drawing rolls, are made with upright fingers having spaces between them in which each sliver moves, the object for it being to keep the slivers separated from each other and thus guided into their correct position (prevent their crossing each other) with reference to the spoons C.

When a sliver breaks at the back of the machine, the end from the can should always be spliced if possible with the end hanging behind the rolls, but very often it happens that the stop motion does not act until the end has passed between the rolls, and when the sliver has to be started in the best manner possible. In order to prevent this trouble, i. e., to have the machine stop before the depending end passes between the rolls, a pair of single preventer rolls B are placed at the back of the machine, between the guides A and the spoons C, a slight draft being present between the back pair of drawing rolls D and this pair of preventer rolls B, so as to keep the slivers in a slight, even tension in their passage to the drawing rolls, which tension otherwise would be more or less irregular. When a sliver breaks on a frame using this roll, the breakage occurs in most all cases behind this pair of preventer rolls, so that immediately when the end of the sliver passes through the preventer rolls, the spoons act to stop the machine, ample length of sliver for piecing thus being left. Tension on the slivers also has the advantage of causing the stop motion to act more quickly, and also prevents the
latter from acting by preventing a slack sliver from passing over the spoon and cause it to drop in the same manner as if the sliver were broken.

The slivers, on passing through the four pairs of drawing rolls $D$, $E$, $F$ and $G$, are, as mentioned before, subjected to an increasing draft between each successive pair of rolls. The reason for making use of this system of drafts is a very important one. A number of carded or combed slivers are fed at the back of each delivery at the same time, or as is sometimes said, the slivers are doubled at the back of each delivery, and on reaching the drawing rolls, they consequently form a thick strand of cotton. By subjecting the slivers at this point to an excessive draft, it would have a tendency to injure the fibres; but by having the first draft small and the second slightly larger, the fibres under operation are gradually pulled into an approximately parallel order. The slivers have then been subjected to a draft of a little over 2, and the consequent attenuation of the slivers has been very gradual, thus not injuring the fibres, but putting them in such a condition that they can readily be subjected to the increased draft between the second, third, and front rolls.

The drawn slivers, on emerging from the drawing rolls in the form of a thin sheet are passed through a trumpet $H$, this trumpet being secured to a pivoted arm $L$ which is a part of the front stop motion on the machine. When cotton is absent in the trumpet, the stop motion acts to stop the machine, since if there was no stop motion, the sheet of cotton after breaking down in its passage to the trumpet, would pile up in front of the rolls or in some cases would wind around the rolls and thus cause a waste of cotton, as well as loss in time in cleaning the matted cotton from the rolls.

The object of the calender rolls $I$, through which the condensed sliver passes from the trumpet $H$, is to draw the sliver through the trumpet and deliver it to the coiler head $J$, and also to further compress the sliver so as to give it more strength.

The coiler can $K$ is placed on a slowly revolving stand in order that the next circle of delivered sliver is not deposited bodily upon the one delivered before it. The can thus revolving very slowly and in the opposite direction to that of the coiler tube, in this manner lays the circles of sliver side by side in the can until the same is filled.

The relation of gearing between coiler and can table must be such as to obtain the most regular and compact condition for the coils, so that on withdrawing the sliver from the can, in the after process, broken ends as well as strained portions to the sliver will be avoided. On account of the sliver being delivered down the coiler tube, and through the coiler rotating, the latter describes a circle, and as the sliver in the can follows the same path, the sliver will consequently be twisted once for each coil, or about once in every 20 to 25 inches, according to the size of coiler used. For example, take a coiler as is used for a 12 inch can, the diameter of the coiler in this instance being $7\frac{1}{2}$ inches. Thus $7\frac{1}{2} \times 3.1416 = 24.54$
inches, amount of sliver delivered in one revolution of the coiler, i. e.,
one turn or twist in every 24\(\frac{1}{2}\) inches of sliver.

The centre of the can is not directly under the centre of the top of
the coiler tube, since if this was the case the coils would be laid in a
circle, a little larger than half the diameter of the can, around the centre
of the can, and not touch the edges, producing in this manner a coiling
which would collapse and become entangled. To prevent such a trouble,
the centre of the can bottom for a 10'' can is moved forward 1\(\frac{3}{4}\)'' from
the centre of the top of the tube, and that for a 12'' can about 2 inches.
This method of placing the can out of centre line with the coiler will be
readily seen on referring to Figs. 169, 170 and 171.

Single and Double are terms used in connection with drawing,
indicating by the first a light sliver caused by one or more ends having
been left out at the feeding end of the frame. If, for example, 6 ends
up at the frame for one delivery produce a standard sliver delivered,
then if one end is left out from any cause, the product made during that
period would be called single. Double is the reverse of the preceding
and is made where an extra end from any cause is fed to the frame.

**STOP MOTIONS.**—Probably more time has been expended on
improvements in the different stop motions on the drawing frame than
any other mechanism connected with it, the results obtained always
tending towards simplicity and positive working of the motions. There
are at the present time four stop motions used in connection with a
drawing frame, each controlling the sliver at different points in its
passage through the machine.

The first stop motion of the machine, which controls the feeding of
the slivers to the drawing rolls, is situated at the rear of the machine
and is known as the Back Stop Motion. The value of this stop motion
cannot be over-estimated as the evenness of the delivered sliver is
almost entirely dependent on it, because of the fact that six slivers are
doubled at the back of the drawing rolls in order to reduce the irregular-
ity in each sliver by incorporating them into one sliver, and it will be
readily seen that if one of these six slivers is absent for a short space of
time, the resulting sliver will be one sixth lighter than it should be, and
hence this irregularity would be worse than irregularity in the carded
or combed sliver, and when consequently one of the main objects of the
process, i. e., to produce an even sliver, would be lost.

The second stop motion met with in the machine is the Front Stop
Motion, the object of which is to stop the machine in case the film of
cotton breaks between the front rolls and the trumpet, thus preventing
waste and the liability of the cotton lapping around the front rolls.

A Full Can Stop Motion is also provided at the front of the machine,
the object of which is to automatically stop the frame when a can has
become sufficiently full, so as to prevent any damage to the sliver or the
machine.

In connection with a special type of Full Can Stop Motion, a stop
motion is used to prevent the sliver from accumulating between the calender rolls and the coiler when it breaks at that point or its passage through the coiler is impaired.

All of the stop motions are more or less connected to each other and some of the parts are therefore common to all. Both mechanical and electrical arrangements are made for operating the motions, a view of mechanical motions being shown in connection with the cross section of a drawing frame in Fig. 149.

**Back Stop Motion.**—On referring to this illustration Fig. 149, it will be seen that each sliver passes from the pair of single preventer or tension rolls $B$ over a spoon shaped lever $C$ in its passage to the drawing rolls. This spoon is grooved at the top, so that a sliver can easily pass through it, the bottom of the spoon being provided with a slight projection $M$. The spoon is balanced on a knife edge $N$, and the bottom end is made slightly heavier, so that when a sliver is absent in the spoon, the bottom end $M$ will drop, but while the sliver is passing through the groove, the weight and tension of the sliver is sufficient to overbalance the bottom end and keep it raised. Situated under the spoon is a vibrating shaft $O$ carrying levers $P$ and $Q$, the first one supporting a knife edge $P'$, the bottom one $Q$ carrying a rod $Q'$; both knife edge and rod extending under all of the spoons on the frame. Vibratory motion is given to the shaft $O$ in some machines through connections with an eccentric at the front of the frame, or as in the machine shown in the illustration, through a forked lever (not shown) connected to the shaft $O$ and receiving motion through a gear at the back of the machine, said gear carrying a stud fitting into the forked end of the lever. In both cases, the levers are double fulcrumed, and when a sliver breaks, thus allowing the end of the spoon to drop and stop the vibration of the knife edge $P'$, the lever “breaks” at one fulcrum owing to the fact that the power which vibrates the lever continues to act, and when the lever breaks, one portion of said lever comes in contact with a lever to which is secured the belt shifter and thus throws it off of its catch, a spring which is attached to the framing and also to the lever, then acting to throw the lever backward, thus shifting the belt from the fast to the loose pulley, in turn stopping the machine.

**The Front Stop Motion** is related to the back stop motion, in that the same vibrating shaft $O$ is used, and the machine is stopped through the same mechanism in connection with the belt shifter. The trumpet $H$ forms a part of this stop motion and is secured in the lever $L$, which is fulcrumed at $R$ on the framing, a short distance in front of the drawing rolls. Fulcrumed at the same point $R$, and extending toward the back of the machine is a lever $S$ which has a short projection $S''$ extending under the front lever, said lever $S$ being provided with a movable weight $S'$, which has to be so set that the lever $S$ is slightly heavier than the front lever $L$. When the sliver is passing properly through the trumpet
\( H \), the latter is held down by the tension of the sliver and the end of the back lever \( S \) is held out of the path of the vibrating rod \( Q' \), so that the movement of the latter is not interfered with. However as soon as the sliver breaks at the front of the machine, the lever \( S \) drops, owing to its weight, and comes in the path of the vibrating rod \( Q' \), arresting its motion, and in the same manner as explained in connection with the back stop motion, the machine is stopped. Sometimes in changing from coarse to fine work, or in other words, from a heavy to a light sliver, in addition to raising the small end of the trumpet from the calender rolls, the trumpet itself has to be changed. This is on account of the sliver being so light, and the small end of the trumpet so large that the sliver would not be condensed, and the friction and weight of the sliver would not be sufficient to keep the trumpet in its proper position, and thus cause the frame to be stopped continually.

The **Full Can Stop Motion** is operated by the coiler \( J \), by having a lever \( T \), which is fulcrumed at the same point \( R \) as the trumpet and back levers \( L \) and \( S \), rest on the top of the coiler, and as the can \( K \) fills it finally pushes the coiler upward which then comes in contact with the lever \( T \) which is in turn pressed against a screw \( U \), projecting from the trumpet lever \( L \), and raises it. The lever \( L \) then acts in the same manner as if the sliver at the front of the machine had broken, and by the back lever \( S \) falling and coming into the path of the vibrating rod \( Q' \), the vibration of the latter is arrested and the machine stopped in the same manner as with the other stop motions explained.

The arrangement of a stop motion, in connection with the full can stop motion, as built by the Mason Machine Works, to prevent a bung-up between the calender rolls and the coiler, is shown in Fig. 152, which is a side elevation partly in section, showing the positions of the parts of the stop motions in their normal places. The full can stop motion consists essentially of the coiler \( A \); the upper part of which extends into the coiler cover \( B \) on which rests a lever \( C \) as secured to the shaft \( D \). Fulcrumed also on this shaft \( D \) is a lever \( E \), one end of which rests against a set screw \( F \) in a lever \( G \), rigidly but adjustable secured to the shaft \( D \) by means of a set screw, the other end \( H \) of lever \( E \) extending toward the back of the machine, having a catch or hook \( M \) at the end, which is held just out of the path of the vibrating rod \( I \). When the can becomes full enough, the cotton presses the coiler \( A \) up and the cover \( B \) in turn raises the lever \( C \) which partially rotates the shaft \( D \), in turn raising lever \( G \) and screw \( F \), thus allowing the lever \( E \) to rise, which causes the arm \( H \) to drop, and when the catch or hook \( M \) on its end engages with the vibrating rod \( I \), arresting the motion of the latter, which through suitable lever connections shifts the belt from the fast to the loose pulley. The stop motion for preventing cotton from accumulating between the calender rolls and coiler, makes use of the full can stop motion by having a lever \( J \) attached to a projection \( K \) on the lever \( C \) on either side, with a slot between, so as to allow the end of the lever \( C \) to raise up through it.
The lever $J$ is also provided with a bend $L$ which acts as a pivot for the lever $J$. The end of the lever $J$, which projects over the coiler tube, is provided with a hole through which the sliver passes. When the sliver is running properly, the lever $J$ is in the position shown in the illustration, but when cotton accumulates between it and the calender rolls $N$, said lever $J$ is pressed down by the pressure of the cotton, its bend $L$ acting as a pivot, causing the end which is attached to the lever $C$ to raise it and thus rotate the shaft $D$, thus stopping the machine in the same manner as previously explained.

A cross section through the drawing frame as built by Dobson and Barlow is given in Fig. 153, showing very clearly the arrangement of the different stop motions, the letters of reference indicating the parts as follows: $A$ Sliver Plate, $B$ Spoon, $C$ and $D$ Back Roll Motion, $E$ Sliver Guide, $F$ Back Roll, $G$ Third Roll, $H$ Second Roll, $I$ Front Roll, $K$ Front Stop Motion Top, $L$ Brass Funnel for Front Stop Motion, $M$ Eye Glass for Front Stop Motion, $N$ Stop Motion Foot, $P$ Eccentric, $Q$ Knife for Spoon Motion, $R$ Eccentric Arm Elbow, $S$ Eccentric Arm, $T$ Knocking-off Catch for Stop Motion, $U$ Bracket for Catch for Stop Motion, $V$ Rocking Shaft Lever, $W$ Feeder Bar, $X$ Catch on Feeder Bar.

The back stop motion in this make of drawing frame acts on the same principle as the spoon lever arrangement previously described, and when a sliver breaks, the lower end $O$ of the spoon $B$ drops and comes in the path of the vibrating arm $Q$ and stops it from vibrating, the continued movement of the eccentric, (shown in dotted lines) causing the arms $S$ to raise and come in contact with the upper portion of the knocking-off catch $T$, which in turn is raised, and the shaft $U$ which is kept in position by the catch, is released, and a strong compression spring placed upon it, acts through suitable stops on the strap fork rod and so changes the strap from the fast to the loose pulley, which stops the frame. The front stop motion in this machine is composed of the
trumpet $L$ secured on a lever centred at $M$, the other end of which projects downward just far enough to be out of the path of the oscillating lever $W$ when the sliver is passing properly through the trumpet. When the sliver breaks, the end of the lever centred at $M$ drops, owing to its weight, and comes in the path of the oscillating lever $W$ and stops its
movement. Lever $W$ being connected at its other end to the vibrating lever $V$ thus stops the machine in the same manner as with the back stop motion previously explained. When the sliver is too heavy, the trumpet $L$ is pressed down too far and thus causes the other end of the lever to raise the end of a lever centred at $N$, and hence the lower end $P$ of said lever will drop and come in contact with the catch $X$ on the oscillating lever $W$ and stop its motion, thus stopping the machine in the same manner as just explained.

**Electric Stop Motions** are also extensively applied to drawing frames (see Fig. 148) in the place of the purely mechanical stop motions just dealt with. The use of levers in connection with these stop motions is curtailed to a considerable extent, and in its place the principle of the electric circuit substituted. With reference to the back stop motion the spoon levers and their connections are not used, rolls being employed in their place, the calender rolls taking the place of levers in the front stop motion. The fact that cotton is a non-conductor of electricity, or in other words will not carry an electric current, makes the working of the electric stop motion feasible. Electricity is not operative unless it can have a continuous flow or the circuit is completed, and therefore if one pole of electricity is situated on one part of the machine and the other pole in a part of the machine where it is not connected to the first pole, there can be no current until the parts come in contact, and thus complete the circuit. This is what is provided on the drawing frame applied with electric stop motions, that is, one pole from a small dynamo is connected to the top part of the frame and the other to the lower part, proper insulation being placed on the machine where a circuit could be formed, except between the rolls where the cotton passes and in itself provides proper insulation, so that there is no current when the cotton is passing through the machine properly. However, when the cotton breaks and is absent from between any pair of rolls in the machine, then contact of the two parts takes place, the circuit is completed and the current is produced. Situated on the circuit is an electro magnet, which, when a current of electricity passes through it, becomes magnetized and will attract iron, for which reason a swinging iron lever is placed close to the magnet and when in its normal position is just out of the path of a revolving catch. When the magnet becomes magnetized through the completion of the electric circuit, the lever is attracted by the magnet and thus comes into the path of the revolving catch referred to, thus stopping its rotation, and when through suitable lever connections, the belt is shifted from the fast to the loose pulley and the machine stopped.

The back stop motion is made with a single bottom roll over which all the slivers pass. On top of this roll there are separate rolls for the slivers, so that when a single sliver is absent, the roll drops upon the bottom roll and forms a contact, thus completing the electric circuit and stopping the machine in the manner as previously explained. Situated a short distance above the front top drawing roll is a screw, and when the
cotton should lap around this roll, it is raised, and comes in contact with the screw which then completes the electric circuit and when the machine is stopped in the usual manner.

The Dynamo for generating the electric current can be driven either from the machine, or from the line shaft, according to convenience for its position. In place of a dynamo, cells for generating the electric current are sometimes used, being placed conveniently to the machine and having wires connected to conduct the current to the upper and lower part of the frame.

In order to keep an electric stop motion in proper working order remember:

If the machine becomes short circuited before the current reaches the electro magnet, the stop motion will not operate when an end breaks, since the current returns through the short circuit.

Be sure that the metallic connections are screwed tight, since otherwise the stop motion will not operate (no circuit).

The contact springs must be kept bright and free from oil, since otherwise the electric current will be prevented from flowing beyond the contact block.

Do not place oil on the top electric rolls, for if sufficient oil gets on the top rolls to form a film over its surface, if the sliver should break, allowing the top roll to come, in the ordinary manner, in contact with the bottom roll, the machine would not stop (oil being a non-conductor thus prevents the flow of the current, the same as the cotton did before).

Should a circuit take place, by having any of the parts as connected to the different poles come in contact with each other, the effect would then be similar to a sliver being absent, as the current would flow and thus keep the machine stopped.

The stop catch should always be within \( \frac{1}{16} \)" of the knocking-off cam in order that the machine is stopped quickly.

In comparing the two types of stop motions, the mechanical has the advantage that its mechanism is more readily understood and kept in proper working order by the average workman, while some familiarity with electricity is necessary in dealing with electric appliances of any description. However, in favor of the electric stop motions is the fact that there is less mechanism connected with it, and when in proper working order its action is almost instantaneous.

**DRAWING ROLLS.**—From the description of the drawing frame and from its name, which indicates the process, it will be seen that the principal feature of the machine is that of drafting or drawing the sliver, and hence it will be seen that the drafting or drawing rolls of this machine become the most important parts for consideration when studying its details. These rolls, as in all cases where a draft is produced, work in pairs in connection with other pairs of rolls, each pair consisting of a top and bottom roll, revolving in contact with each other when the machine is in operation.